
Agenda 

                 Capital Investments Workshop                                                                      

Thursday June 8, 2017 – 9:00 a.m., Lake Havasu Campus, Room 203C 

 

 

I. Call to Order (Phyllis Smith, President) 

 

II. Pledge of Allegiance 

 

III. Roll Call (Amy Curley, Executive Assistant) 

 

IV. Audience of Any Citizen (Smith) 

 

V. Board Member Items for Discussion (Smith) 

 
An opportunity for MCCCDGB members to present capital investment topics for consideration. 

 
VI. Administration Items for Discussion(Kearns) 

 
Discussion of capital investment items presented by the College administration.  

 
VII. Adjournment (Smith) 

 

 

 

 

 



I. Facility and Technology Capital Investments 

A. Facilities 

1. 600 Building Neal Campus Kingman—remove and replace 

2. BLM properties 

3. Career and Technical Education Skills Centers—create on all campuses 

4. Day Care—continue to research if approved 

5. Culinary Program BHC campus—relocate to new space, construction of new facility 

6. Food Service 

7. NAU Building Neal Campus Kingman—purchase from NAU 

8. Kingman campus driveway realignment and Jagerson culvert 

9. Student Activity Club projects Kingman campus 

10. Facility 5 year refresh plan 

11. College sponsored sports—continue to research if approved (Dorms, dining halls, and food 

services—research if sports approved) 

12. Business Incubators on all campuses 

13. Off-campus building acquisitions  

B. Technology Projects 

14. Jenzabar EX—continue to enhance or replace with different system 

15. Information Technology 5 year refresh plan, Information Technology strategic plan (network 

providers, phone, cloud, data centers, etc.)  

II. Strategic Plan New Investments 

16. Scholarships - New completion scholarship program for dual enrollment and JTED students 

17. Hispanic student programming 

18. Student success center growth and expansion 

19. Educational attainment level projects 

20. New academic programs (CBE: CUL, HVAC, ASE, WLD, Industrial Controls, Truck Driving) 

21. Food Pantry/Community Garden—continue to research, confirm partnerships, launch fall 2017 

III. Financial Forecasting Models 

A. Financial Ratios 

22. Capital investments—one time investments 

23. Budget expansion—continuing investments 

B. Strategic Cash Flow management 

24. Cash investment strategies  



Facility Projects NCK BHC LHC NMC APP # 

NCK 600 Building $2 million N/A 1 

BLM Properties Highway 68 in Golden Valley and Beaver Dam/Littlefield 2 

Skill Centers All campuses, varying needs based on program alignment 3 

Day Care All campuses 4 

Culinary possible $2 million JTED facility none 5 

Food Service All campuses 6 

NCK NAU bldg. Negotiate with 

NAU 

N/A 7 

Driveways See plans N/A 8 

SAC Projects See plans Nothing planned at this time 9 

Facility Refresh See 5 year refresh plan for each campus 10 

Sports, dorms, dining Needs to be a college wide solution 11 

Business Incubators All campuses 12 

Off-campus Buildings Potential alternate solution for specific program needs 13 

Technology Projects 

Jenzabar All college activities processes 14 

IT Refresh, IT Strategic Plan College wide plan with specific location solutions 15 

Strategic plan new investments APP# 

Scholarships All students at all campuses 16 

Hispanic student programming All students at all campuses 17 

SSC growth All campuses and online 18 

Educational attainment County wide goal 19 

New academic programs Based on local workforce and demographic needs 20 

Food pantry/garden Initiate in 

Kingman  

Phase 2 locations 21 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mohave Community College created the initial facilities usage study in 2007, at the direction of the MCC Board 

of Governors, in order to determine educational space needs through the year 2020, in preparation for a county-

wide Bond Issue. The plan has been updated annually, with minor revisions and updates during the following 

years. This document has a similar, but revised, format and now includes both Facilities and Information 

Technology assessment of current status and recommendations for new construction, growth, renovation, and 

refresh over the next 5 years. The two BLM properties transferred to MCC since 2007 are new additions to the 

plan. 

The college has sufficient current classroom space to allow for increases in student headcount. However, as new 

programs are created and current programs are enhanced and updated, there remains a need for aesthetic, 

functional, and technological upgrades. Many classrooms on each campus have been upgraded to include the 

advanced technical components necessary to provide education in today’s high tech environment.  Other 

classrooms will be upgraded to this standard on a regular basis as needs change.  Classroom labs also need 

periodic upgrades to meet instructional, technological and safety requirements.  The established 5 year facility 

refresh cycle ensures that all facility space remains fresh and appealing. 

Technology infrastructure (data centers, telecom rooms, routers, switches, servers, network design, cabling, etc.) 

also requires consistent and regular attention in order to serve the growing needs of the college. Many large 

investments have been made over the years and will continue to be made in order to achieve our strategic goal 

of providing quality and functional technology for the students and staff of the college. 

This plan is the first iteration to include an Information Technology component that includes a current 

assessment of technology infrastructure and a forecast of future investments based on expected growth, needs, 

and planned obsolescence of the core infrastructure. 
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FACILITY STATUS 

The following sections provide a building-by-building current review of the facilities on each campus.  

Current Facility: Bullhead 

 

Bld. 200  Student Center/Culinary Arts    Built in 1982  16,628 Sq. Ft. 

The frame construction Student Services Building (200) was erected on the site in 1982.  The building contains 

offices, student activity areas, precollege studies, campus dean office, the culinary arts program, and classrooms. 

The facility has received several renovations over the years to meet the changing needs in registration, 

enrollment services, advising, testing, and pre-college studies. The culinary kitchen and classroom is in need of 

upgrades. Both men’s and women’s restrooms were completely remodeled during summer of 2015. The 

building’s roof was completely restored in summer of 2014 and 90% of the HVAC units have been replaced since 

2010. During fall of 2015, Northern Arizona University’s vacated office space (room 203A) has been converted 

to a new conference and meeting room. 

The inclusion of Culinary Arts in this building limits its use as a student center and limits the growth and 

expansion of the Culinary Arts program.  The highest priority on this campus is the need to find a new home 

for the Culinary Arts Program. In meantime, the kitchen will have a minor upgrade in summer 2017 to provide 

12 student ‘work stations’. 

Bld. 300   Art/Classrooms    Built in 1982   8960 Sq. Ft. 

Building 300 is of standard construction and contains spaces for art, HVAC, electrical, and lapidary. The lab 

areas for HVAC and building trades have been recently renovated.  A 990 sq. ft. area on north end of the building 

was converted to a Lapidary and Jewelry lab in 2013. Art classrooms in 401 and 802 were moved into rooms 308 
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and 310 during summer of 2016, thereby consolidating all art programs into this building. The campus gym, 

formerly located in room 310, was also relocated to the 700 building in 2016. The HVAC lab has renovated space 

to improve instruction and accommodate electrical lab and potential welding skills lab in 2017. These skill labs 

will augment existing Career and Technical Education (CTE) programs. The buildings’ roof was completely 

restored in 2014 and 90% of HVAC units on building are less than 5 years old.   

Building 312___________Facility Maintenance    ___ Built in 2006________1,920_Sq Ft 

The campus facilities department is housed in this wood frame/stucco structure. 2 offices and ample open space 

for equipment and tools serve the maintenance needs of the campus. This building should serve campus needs 

for years to come.    

Bld. 313/314   Classrooms   Modular/1998    1800 Sq. Ft. 

Two classrooms are in modular unit 313/314, and the building has no ancillary services such as offices, restrooms, 

etc.  This unit was placed on campus in 1998, and while it is a temporary building, considering its age and semi-

hidden location, it can be used in the short run. Both HVAC units were new 2012. New interior paint and 

carpeting for both were completed in 2016.  

Bld. 400   Classrooms   Modular/1993    3840 Sq. Ft. 

Two offices and three general classrooms are housed in this building.  The building appears to serve the 

classroom function in a reasonable fashion.  In light of its age, it should be kept in service for the time being.  All 

rooms have been renovated, most notably room 401, which was completely remodeled in summer 2016 from 

previous art room to academic classroom with many technology upgrades similar to 402. The larger classroom 

403 provides a needed 55 student capacity. No restrooms. 

Bld. 500  Computer Programs   Modular/1993    12,750 Sq. Ft. 

Building 500, a modular unit placed on the site in 1993, serves well for the computer programs, Interactive 

Television, and classrooms.  In 2010 the building underwent a renovation to create a Student Commons area, 

and in 2016 the Student Success Center (room 505) was moved into the library and space converted into center 

for Community Education.  In 2016, the Student Commons was further renovated with all new flooring and 

paint. All HVAC is less than 10 years old. All flat roof areas due for minor repairs and re-surfacing.  

Bld. 600  Multi-Purpose Room   Modular/1993     3360 Sq. Ft. 

Building 600 is a multi-purpose room that recently was upgraded to provide for a large, technically capable 

meeting and banquet facility. Although the building is a modular unit, it is well maintained and should be 

retained. Carpet and paint renovations scheduled for 2018/19 

Bld. 601/2  Faculty Offices   Modular/1993     2835 Sq. Ft. 

Building 601, adjacent to 600, houses eight faculty offices, one classroom, and restrooms for both buildings. The 

building has been recently upgraded with regard to its technology capability and CELT Smart Classroom is 

located in room 601 in this facility. Most interior spaces have been renovated since 2011 except restrooms which 

are scheduled for 2017/18. 1 of 3 HVAC units needs replacement and roof needs complete seal early 2018  

Bld. 700  Campus Library/Bookstore_  _ Built in 2000   13740 Sq. Ft 
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The Library open floor plan has extensive windows providing natural light.  The building is attractive and 

adequately houses the library collection, staff offices as well as office space for associate faculty study areas, a 

classroom and the campus bookstore.  The building is sound, relatively new, and of a design quality that 

surpasses most of the buildings on the campus.    Room 707 has been retrofitted to house the CELT multimedia 

room and a faculty Collaboration/Smart Board training room.  The entire facility underwent renovations in 2014 

with new carpeting, paint and lighting well as a change in the checkout area, additional private study rooms, 

and the opening up of the back area in the Library to provide for a snack area for students and faculty and staff.  

Rooms 709, 710, and adjacent reception area were converted to the new Student Success Center in August of 

2015. Transitional Math (TRM) program revisions include co-locating the program in the Student Success Center 

in order to provide augmented instructional and student support services in close proximity. The campus 

bookstore was eliminated in early summer of 2016 and converted to a fitness center, utilizing equipment from 

old gym in room 310. Besides the fitness machines/equipment, a large area exists for multitude of community 

fitness classes, such as yoga, tai chi, etc. A vending food service room was also added along with a back room 

for table tennis. 

Bld. 800   Classroom Building    Built in 2000  6533 Sq. Ft. 

Building 800 is a classroom building with eight general classrooms of varying sizes.  This building stands out 

from other campus because of its unique cinder block and open ceiling construction. The building is adequate, 

but due to unusual roof designs, some leak issues exist that are being addressed through maintenance efforts.  

The building has no restrooms. Ninety percent (90%) of the interior has been renovated with new carpeting and 

paint since 2012.  Room 802 was converted to academic classroom from art room which was moved to room 308. 

The facility is sound and can be used for the long range future.  

Bld. 900 (Legacy I)  Health Sciences    Built in 2003   10736 Sq. Ft. 

Building 900 serves as the health sciences facility. The facility was funded by a grant from the BHHS Legacy 

Foundation and its use is restricted to health science and related courses. The building contains two dental labs, 

eleven offices, one nursing lab, one conference room, one chemistry lab, three general classrooms and ancillary 

space.  It is relatively new, well equipped, well lighted and will serve the health science programs well into the 

future.  This facility originally suffered from heating and cooling issues that have been rectified in 2014 with 

additional insulation, south side awning installations, and HVAC upgrades including a new cooling system for 

the Dental Clinic. The Dental Clinic will be remodeled in summer of 2017 to remove all walls dividing the 

operatory chairs and eliminate excess cabinets to provide more open space for students to work. 

The Chemistry Lab was upgraded to a larger capacity during the summer of 2013. All Dental areas received new 

flooring and paint in fall of 2014. Classroom 909 received technological upgrades through the CELT program to 

enhance student learning.  Renovation of all interior spaces with new flooring and paint was completed in 

summer of 2015.  This building also has a roof top, grid-tied solar system, designed to offset electrical costs. 

Bld. 1000   Auto Tech/Collision   Built in 2006   10206 Sq. Ft. 

Auto Technology and Auto Collision repair are housed in this steel framed structure.  The building has ample 

lab space for these programs, plus offices, two classrooms, bathrooms and storage areas. A separate spray-paint 

booth is located on south end of the building and new paint mixing equipment was installed into room 1009 in 

fall of 2014. Significant cracking has occurred to the outer stucco and is scheduled for repair. This building 

presents a positive image for the vocational programs it houses and should serve the college well into the future.  
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Past issues with exterior stucco cracking have been addressed as part of the campus painting project. 

Renovations in late 2016 added welding area in collision shop along with new AC systems to allow summer 

classes. A new parts storage building was added in early spring of 2017. 

Building 1100 Legacy II  Classroom/Labs  Built in 2012   13920 Sq. Ft. 

The Legacy II building is new and attractive and provides for additional parking for college patrons.  The facility 

is a mix of classrooms, office and commons space, and science laboratories.  The new Radiological Technology 

program is located in this facility as well as a new Biology lab, the Medical Assisting Program and the EMS 

program.  This facility should serve the college well for years to come.  Room 1108 has been upgraded with 

computers for the Health Information Technology program.  

The Legacy Foundation donated about $2 million for construction of this building and maintains its regional 

office in approximately 1000 square feet of upgraded, private office space in the front of the building. 

Bld. Northern Pod Building (1-4)    Built in 1990    3840 Sq. Ft. 

 The northernmost pod building houses four equal sized classrooms of adequate size.  The building lacks 

restroom facilities as well as natural lighting and needs cosmetic treatment for continued use in the future.  All 

rooms were renovated in 2011 with carpet and paint, however all classrooms need technological upgrades. 

Room #3 has been leased to a food distribution company (DOT foods) for training purposes. Adjacent rooms 

available for their expansion if needed. 

The Small Business Development Center and future business incubator share flexible and open office space.  

Bld. Southern Pod Building (13-16)          Built in 1990    3840 Sq. Ft.  

The southern pod building contains two small science laboratories, 2 general classrooms, office, and supply/prep 

room.  There are no restrooms in this facility.  The building was erected on the site in 1990 and is of frame 

construction.  This facility lacks natural lighting, adequate ventilation and aesthetics.  This facility is basic and 

does not meet the space needed for chemistry and physics experiments in a laboratory setting; those needs have 

been met by the construction of the biology, chemistry and physics labs in the Legacy I and Legacy II buildings.  

There is also no preparation room or adequate storage for chemicals. With renovation, this building has high 

potential for science labs to serve either existing or new programs. Currently one lab is being used for pest 

abatement studies by the city of Bullhead. 

Six modular buildings (100, 103/104, 105/106, 107/108, 110 and 122) were removed from the Bullhead City 

Campus in 2013.  

BULLHEAD FACILITIES SUMMARY 

 Date 

Built 

Building 

Type 

Sq. Ft 

(outside) 

Condition 

 

Use Recommendation 

200 1982 Standard 

steel 

frame 

16,628  Good Student Center/Culinary 

Arts 

Re-locate Culinary 

program 

300 1982 Standard 8960 

 

Good Art/Classrooms 

(Kiln Area adds 640 sq. ft. 

footprint) 

 

 

312 2006 Standard 1,920 Good Maintenance  

313/314 1998 Modular 1,800 Fair Classrooms  
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400 1993 Modular 3,840 Fair  (70 % 

complete 

refresh) 

Classrooms  

500 1993 Modular 12,750 Fair Classrooms/Learning 

Center/Student area 

new furniture for next 

refresh cycle 

600 1993 Modular 3,360 Good Multipurpose, court-yard 

connects to 601 

Well-maintained 

 

601 1993 Modular 2,835 Fair Faculty offices/restrooms  Well-maintained 

 

700 2000 Standard 13740 Good Library/Bookstore Long term use 

800 2000 Standard 6533 Good Classrooms Long term use 

900 

Legacy I 

2003 Standard 10736 Excellent Allied Health/Science Long term use 

1100 

Legacy II 

2012 Standard 13,920 Excellent Allied Health/Science Long term use 

1000 2006 Steel 10,206 

 

Good Auto Tech/Collision 

(Paint booths add 550 sq. ft. 

footprint) 

Long term use,  

Southern 

Pod 

1990 Frame 3,840 Fair Class Rooms, office 

(secondary lab) 

Remodel labs 

Northern 

Pod 

1990 Frame 3,840 Fair Classrooms Need Technology upgrade 

Totals   114,810    

 

Current Facility: Lake Havasu 
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Lake Havasu City Campus:   The Lake Havasu City Campus is comprised of 12 buildings situated on 

approximately ten acres.   Two of the buildings (800 & 1200) have a second level.  In 2015, the campus 

bookstore was moved online and building 1000 was repurposed to provide 2 surgical suites, a 

classroom, and faculty offices for the Surgical Technology program.   

A major renovation of the west side of the 200 building occurred in the summer of 2016 to address the 

uneven sections in the floor that had developed over time. In order to adequately complete the project 3 offices 

and the kitchen snack bar area were demolished.  In addition, pony walls surrounding the eating area were 

removed for a more modern and open concept.  This resulted in an aesthetically appealing area and entrance 

into the building and flexible space for the students, staff, faculty and the campus community.   

In 2016 exterior painting of all buildings began and is estimated to be complete in the summer of 2017.  As the 

painting on each building is completed exterior and interior signage on buildings is updated to reflect the 

services and functions within.   

Bld.    100             Art and Technology Building   Built in 2013  (with patio lab)  16888 Sq. Ft. 

This modern facility houses the HVAC, Silversmithing, Lapidary, Painting, Sculpture, Ceramics and Visual 

Communications.  In addition to providing classrooms, the facility has for both indoor and outdoor labs and 

faculty offices.  It is expected that future use of this facility will include a skill lab for the welding and auto-

collision programs.  Flooring and paint will need to be refreshed in the next two years.  This facility should serve 

the college well for the next 50 years.  

Bld. 200  Eggers-Hero Building     Built: ??  27200 Sq. Ft. 

The Sally and Lenny Eggers-Hero building (200) is of block construction and was transformed from a printing 

shop into its present usage, housing all student services (testing, advising, enrollment services), student lounge 

area, student fitness center, a portion of the health sciences programs, administrative and faculty offices, 

precollege studies, physical therapy lab and adjacent classroom, with storage and changing areas, and additional 

classrooms. The facility also has two CELT Smart Classrooms a faculty technology demonstration area and a 

faculty collaboration room. With over 26,000 square feet, it is the largest on the campus. 

While the facility is large, many walls and hallways make it less than effective for traffic flow. In the past, uneven 

floors created a safety issue in some parts of the building.  In the summer of 2016, a major remodel took place. 

Small and unused offices as well as the snack bar were removed in order to correct sloping and unsafe floors 

and replace them with a polished concrete flooring system.  The area was painted and new LED lighting was 

installed.  Four inside and two outside restrooms need to be updated.  Four offices within the Pre-College studies 

area are being renovated to include a small skills assessment center and a reception area. 

This building has been continuously renovated in sections over the last 10 years and the last remaining section 

comprised of two outdated classrooms is being repurposed and renovated to create space for relocation of the 

student fitness center in the summer of 2017. 

Bld. 300  Classrooms     Built: 1991     3840 Sq. Ft. 

The 300 pod building is of frame construction and was constructed on the site in 1991.  The building houses 

four classrooms of equal size.  There is one CELT Smart Classroom.  A second classroom has been designated 

to receive technological upgrades through the CELT program to enhance student learning. 
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Bld. 400  Science Labs    Built: 1991      3840 Sq. Ft.  

The 400 building houses the science programs for the campus with two newly renovated science labs.  The labs 

were renovated during the summer of 2011 and are now in need of a refresh that includes interior paint and new 

flooring.  The lab facilities remain state of the art and should serve the college well into the foreseeable future.  

Bld. 500  Computer Labs/Student Commons  Modular/1993   12750 Sq. Ft. 

Building 500 is a modular unit brought to the campus in 1993 for a computer laboratory.   There are 7 computer 

classrooms and a large student commons area in the center of the building. The Interactive Television classroom 

located in this building is used primarily for transmissions of board meetings and staff meetings among the 

campuses.  Several faculty offices have been created on one side of the building.   Two bathrooms were updated 

in 2017.  The student commons area is quite dark due to insufficient natural light and a lighting system that is 

inadequate for the size of the area and height of the ceiling.  Lighting will need to be replaced to make the area 

more useable and inviting.  With appropriate maintenance this facility should serve adequately for the near 

term.  

Bld. 600  Multi-Purpose Meeting Room  Modular/1993      3360 Sq. Ft. 

Building 600 is an open multi-purpose room.  This building serves for group meetings, receptions and various 

other activities.  The building lacks natural lighting and there are no restrooms located inside; however 

restrooms are located across the courtyard in building 700 (below).   A recent technology upgrade including 

LED lighting has made the building fully functional as a group meeting room. The building is starting to have 

roof issues that need further investigation.  The building should serve the college over the short term.  

Bld. 700   Faculty Offices/Classrooms   Modular/1993       2700 Sq. Ft. 

Five faculty offices and a small dance studio are located in building 700, located across the courtyard from 

building 600.  This placement isolates faculty from the mainstream of campus life and students. The dance studio 

is used primarily for Community Education programming.  This modular unit was placed on campus in 1993. 

Rest room facilities for buildings 700 and 600 are located in this structure. The student fitness center is being 

moved from this building to the 200 building in the summer of 2017. 

Bld. 800  Classroom   Built in 2000     10641 Sq. Ft. 

This two-story facility is the main classroom building on campus and houses sixteen general classrooms.    

Construction is with open corridors on the exterior of the building.  The building has two restrooms on the lower 

level.  Three open staircases and one elevator provide access to the second floor.  Classrooms on the first level 

have been refreshed and have vinyl flooring. One classroom has been redesigned for use as a computer repair 

lab.  Classrooms on the second floor still have original carpet and will need to be refreshed within the next two 

years. .  Overall, the building is in good condition and will serve the college for many years. 

Bld. 900  Offices/Classrooms   Acquired: 2004   3264 Sq. Ft. 

The 900 building, a former motel, is a brick structure that was purchased by the college in 2004 and quickly 

transformed to college use with very little work or expenditure.  The building was obtained in order to expand 

the campus site and was desirable for that purpose. The facility has worked well as a maintenance office and 

supply area. 

Bld. 1000              Surgical Technology   Built in 2000    3206 Sq. Ft.  
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This building is of cement block construction.  The building is bright and pleasant with large windows and good 

natural lighting.  In May 2015 the Barnes & Noble/MCC Bookstore moved to a virtual environment. With the 

closing of the campus book store, the Surgical Tech program moved from its original space in the 200 building 

to building 1000. The building was renovated and upgraded to accommodate new faculty offices, student 

classrooms and more spacious practice labs. There are still constant issues with the roof of this facility; with 

repairs being made as issues arise. 

Bld. 1100  Nursing Classroom and Lab   Built in 2000     4397 Sq. Ft. 

In the summer of 2013 the structure was remodeled to bring the MCC Nursing Program back on the main 

campus after 3 years in a leased facility off campus.  The facility houses a nursing classroom, a modern nursing 

laboratory, and faculty offices and storage. This structure is located in a complex that includes the library and 

Surgical Technology buildings, with a courtyard between buildings and is considered to be very viable for the 

future. 

Bld. 1200   Hodel Library   Built in 2000    9294 Sq. Ft. 

The Donald and Kathy Hodel Library features large windows, natural light, and it is attractively designed.  It is 

a two story structure with a loft area above the main reading and stack area of the library.  The second floor loft 

area houses the Student Success Center and includes a Math Lab utilizing the latest in technology to enhance 

student learning.  Transitional Math (TRM) program revisions include co-locating the program in the Student 

Success Center in order to provide augmented instructional and student support services in close proximity. 

The main level has an open floor plan with study rooms, a plural classroom, one office, book and equipment 

repair area, restrooms, and a work room and maintenance areas are enclosed.  The remainder of the building 

provides for study, computer stations and stack areas in an open, well lighted area.  A major renovation was 

completed in 2015.  It has provided a more welcoming and open environment and includes with new carpeting 

upstairs and downstairs, removal a barricade separating students from staff area, increased student computer 

access, decreased stack height to allow more light, added more soft seating and rebuilt the circulation desk to 

improve stability and work space.  The building also has two outside patio areas that provide nice sitting, 

reading and collaboration areas. There have been some problems with roof leakage, but the structure appears to 

be sound and attractive and should serve well for the long range future. 

LHC FACILITIES SUMMARY 

 Date 

Built 

Building 

Type 

Sq. Ft. 

(outside) 

Condition Use Recommendation 

100 2013 Concrete 16,888 Excellent Industrial Arts/Art Long term use 

200 

(Eggers-

Hero 

Bldg) 

?? Block 27,200 Good Campus Admin, Allied 

Health CELT Classrooms, 

Student Services Center,  

Student Lounge 

Fitness Center 

Pre-College Studies 

Remodeled 2016 and 2017.  

Re-roof is constant.  AC is 

due for replacement in 18/19 

300 1991 Standard 3,840 Good Two  Smart Classrooms 2 additional Classrooms 

need renovation.  AC due 

for replacement in 20/21 

400 1991 Standard 3,840 Good Science classrooms and 

Labs 

Foreseeable future, re-roof 

(asphalt shingles) overdue, 

flooring redo 17/18 and AC 

replacement 19/20 
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500 1993 Modular 12,750 Fair-Good Computer Classrooms, 

Faculty Offices, Student 

Commons 

Refresh of flooring, interior 

paint and lighting upgrade 

due in 17/18 

600 1993 Modular 3,360 Fair-Good Multipurpose meeting 

room 

refresh carpet and interior 

paint, 18/19 

700 1993 Modular 2,700 Fair Faculty offices, small 

dance studio, restrooms 

for this building and 600 

 

800 2000 Standard; 

2-story 

10,641 Fair/Good Classroom building Upper level needs interior 

paint and carpet 

900 ?? Standard 3,264 Good Maintenance offices/ 

supply/ classroom 

Mid – long term use 

1000 2000 Cement 

Block 

3,206 Excellent Surgical Technology Remodeled in 2015 

 

1100 2000 Cement 

Block 

4,397 Good Nursing Classrooms/ 

Lab/faculty offices 

Remodeled in 2013  

1200 2000 Cement 

Block 

9,294 Good Hodel Library/Student 

Success Center and Math  

Classroom 

Recently refreshed, long 

range use 

Total   101,380    

 

Current Facility: Kingman 

 

J. Leonard and Gracie Neal Campus Kingman: The Neal Campus is made up of two separate areas, East and 

West. Located on a 160-acre site with 25 buildings hosting 125,547 square feet of floor space. Additionally, the 

Detroit Avenue Center (DAC) is the headquarters for the MCC Nursing programs and is located approximately 

8 miles from the main campus.  
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On the west end of the campus, the 200 building was recently remodeled and a new 12,533 square foot 300 

building was constructed in summer 2016 on the footprint of 6 modular trailer style buildings that were 

demolished. Buildings 200, 300, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300 restrooms, were built on site, while all other buildings 

are modular units.  A striking feature is that many of the buildings were constructed without restroom 

facilities—buildings 600, 900, 1100 and 1200. However, restroom facilities are nearby. 

In conjunction with the new 300 building, the 200 building underwent an extensive remodel. Ninety percent of 

the remodeling was done by the contractor, with large projects completed by the facilities department. 

Remolding began August 2015 and initial occupation began in July 2016 with completion of the remodeling in 

December 2016.  The Small Business Development Center (SBDC) was relocated to offices in the 2000 building 

along with the college Compliance Officer. Two classrooms that had been converted to cubicle offices were 

returned to classroom status giving the Kingman Campus four more adequate classrooms including one SMART 

room.   

The 12,800-sq. ft. Allied Health Training facility (Detroit Avenue Center), constructed off the main campus on 

donated land more centrally located to the city of Kingman, has a state-of-the-art nursing lab, two simulation 

training rooms with hi-tech mannequins, an ITV classroom, a large conference/classroom, and office space for 

the program director and faculty.   

The Neal Campus has more modular buildings that were intended to serve only for a temporary purpose than 

any of the other campuses.  These buildings are small, outdated, and generally do not present an image of a 

modern college.  In addition, the placement of small buildings across such a wide expanse of land makes it 

difficult to navigate the campus. The new wireless initiative has brought the campus much more into the modern 

age of technology and the consolidation of the Student Services into one building has greatly improve on-

campus services for students.  

Kingman Facilities in Excellent or Good Condition 

Bld. 103                       Information Technology                      Built: 1976                        3,006 Sq. Ft.  

The facility serves as the hub for Information Technology Department for the College. This building was 

renovated winter 2016 and has offices, a large store room with a roll-up door, two restrooms including one 

public use one, and a secured store room.  

Bld. 104  Welding Program                                     Built: ??      4,478 Sq. Ft. 

Building 104 is currently renovated to expand the welding program, and space for auto collision repair and 

certified production technology skills centers. Renovations will include additional classroom space, updated 

restrooms, faculty offices, machine room, and a break area. Renovations are projected to be completed by 

summer 2017.   

Bld. 200                          EMS/Faculty/Cafe                 Built: 1982 Remodeled 2016           15,405 Sq. Ft.    

This building has been completely remodeled and houses the Emergency Services program (including 

classrooms, offices, a secured storeroom) the Medical Assisting Program classroom and lab, campus faculty 

offices, CELT (including a state-of-the-art training/conference room, offices and storeroom), a large 

multipurpose room that will utilize the latest in technology (including LED lighting), faculty mail room, and a 

production area. Upgrades to the power, plumbing, and HVAC systems have been made.  
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The main telephone/server room for the entire college was rebuilt and secured before the remodel began. A 

backup 16Kw generator, LED lighting, dual mini-split HVAC system, and chemical fire suppression system 

were installed in the server room at that time. A metal, 1.5 hour, fire rated door was installed as well as fire rated 

data line chases and 5/8-inch fire rated drywall. Over all the room is fire rated for 1.5+ hours with 50 minutes of 

negative air flow. No changes were made to the kitchen area at this time, but updates to the cafeteria/commons 

area were made to match the newly remodeled surrounding area. This remodel included new LED lighting, 

updated layout, raised counter area with surface mounted retractable receptacles with USB ports, new ceiling 

fans, and a recovered pool table. This area was remodeled also using in-house expertise for more savings.  A 

shade canopy area expands the usage of this building to the outdoors and further expands the utility of this 

building. The alarm system was also updated.     

Bld. 300   Deans office/Library/Student Services/Student Success Center,   Built: 2016   12,533 Sq. Ft.  

The latest addition to the Kingman Campus. The new 300 Building now houses the Campus Dean, the library 

including a computer lab area and a reading room, advising, Testing Center, the Student Success Center,  

individual study rooms, two conference rooms, and a large multipurpose room. Transitional Math (TRM) 

program revisions include co-locating the program in the Student Success Center in order to provide augmented 

instructional and student support services in close proximity. This building was built utilizing the latest 

technology on LED lighting, plumping, HVAC, and security systems.   

Bld. 2000     Classrooms/Offices                                              Built: ??                7,232 Sq. Ft. 

Northern Arizona University owns this building and has recently restructured its distance education 

department and no longer occupies space in this building. Since August 2015 MCC uses 100% of this building. 

This facility was refreshed with upgrades to paint, carpet utilizing carpet squares, and renovated bathrooms in 

2012.  Upon MCC’s takeover of the facility, All thermostats in the building have been replaced with more 

efficient, programmable controls.  This building is also one of the few that has an alarm system. Building has 4 

classrooms (including one SMART room), restrooms, a production area/file room, small conference room 

currently being used as a plural classroom, and offices.  

Bld. 1800 (DAC)                    Nursing Facility                        Built: 2010                            12,800 Sq. Ft. 

The nursing classroom and lab facility houses all college nursing programs. The facility features high end 

technology and teaching spaces, including 2 SIM MAN labs. 

Kingman Facilities in Need of Renovation 

 

 

Date 

Built 

Building 

Type 

Sq. Ft. 

(outside) 
Condition Use Recommendation 

100 1986 Steel 2,907 Fair  Administration Renovate 

101 1975 Modular 2,428 Fair 

 Human Resources / 

Marketing and Public 

Information 

Renovate 

102 1975 Modular 2,907 Fair  Business Office Renovate 

105 1989 Steel 10,814 Fair  Maintenance / Classrooms Renovate 

106 1992 Steel 1,029 Fair Instruction Support Offices  Renovate 

107 ?? Modular 4,591 Fair Student Services Office  Renovate 
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108 ?? Modular 2,887 Fair 
 MCC Foundation and 

Financial Aid Offices 
Renovate 

109 1975 Steel 3,489 Fair  Welding Renovate 

401/ 402 ?? Modular 4,296 Good  Classrooms / Biology Lab Renovate 

500 1993 Modular 12,016 Good Classrooms  Renovate 

1100 1991 Steel 4,167 Fair Classrooms  Renovate 

1200 1991 Steel 3,715 Fair Classrooms / Science Lab  Renovate 

1300 1994 Steel 849 Fair Restrooms  Renovate 

TOTAL     56,095       

 

Bld. 100                       Administration Building                                  Built: 1986                2,907 Sq. Ft. 

Building 100 (Finkbeiner Administration Building) houses the college administration and support staff. The 

facility contains one conference room, break room, and three restrooms.  This building was refreshed in 2012 

with upgrades to paint and carpet. Additional updates to the plumbing are needed.  

Bld. 101       Human Resources/Marketing and Public Information       Modular: 1975   2,428 Sq. Ft.  

Building 101 houses the Department of Human Resources and the Marketing and Public Information office. 

Office areas have been upgraded as a part of the deferred maintenance projects. Improvements to the building’s 

HVAC and plumbing fixtures are needed to make the building more efficient.  

Bld. 102                       Business Office/Bursar Office                          Modular: 1975           2,907 Sq. Ft. 

Building 102 houses the business office, payroll, and the Bursar’s office. The facility was completely renovated 

in the spring of 2010.  Its modular construction limits the improvements that can be accomplished in this space. 

Improvements to the building’s HVAC and plumbing fixtures are needed to make the building more efficient. 

Bld. 105                       Maintenance/classrooms                                 Built: 1989                 10,814 Sq. Ft. 

Building 105, a steel building constructed in 1989, serves as the maintenance workshop, shipping and receiving, 

custodial warehouse, and record archive. Lab areas for the ceramics program (including kiln patio), the 

jewelry/lapidary program, the CPT (including a faculty office), and the graphic arts program (including a faculty 

office) are in this building.  Upgrades to the power will need to be made before anymore renovations can be 

made to this building. Public access to the back area (CPT lab) and emergency egress is limited and restricts 

additional use of this building. 

Bld. 106                       Departmental Offices                          Built: 1992                 1,029 Sq. Ft. 

This building was refreshed in the summer of 2014 with upgrades to the lighting, paint, and carpet utilizing 

carpet squares. It has office spaces, break area, and a restroom.  

Bld. 107  Registrar/Call Center      Modular: UNKNOW        4,591 Sq. Ft. 

The Registrar Office and the Call Center were relocated to this building in the fall of 2016. Some minor 

adjustments were necessary including minor refreshing of plumbing fixtures in the restroom, paint, and new 

carpeting utilizing carpet squares repurposed from the former library. This building has a large break room, two 

general public restrooms, offices, two large cubicle areas, and a secured file room.  
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Financial Aid was relocated to this building in April 2017. 

Bld. 108  MCC Foundation_____      Modular: ??   2,887 Sq. Ft.  

MCC foundation offices are located in building 108. Two restrooms and the break room were renovated in the 

summer of 2014 with updates made to the subfloor, paint, and flooring. Some additional offices have been added 

over the years utilizing the ample space this building provides. However, additional changes are limited due to 

the structure of this building.  

Bld. 109                       Welding Classroom and Lab                            Built: 1975                3,489 Sq. Ft.   

This facility houses the Welding program. This facility has received a major renovation upgrade both inside and 

out including new equipment and lighting. There is an adjacent, uncovered exterior lab space that requires an 

overhead covering so the space can be used year round. 

Bld. 400                       Classrooms/Biology Lab                              Modular: ??    4,296 Sq. Ft.  

The 402 building houses the Biology lab and equipment/chemical store rooms. It also has two public use 

restrooms. The 401 building has a large classroom with a wet demonstration area and two store rooms. There is 

an adjoining semi-open area currently used to store the outdoor furniture for the 200 canopy area. Restrooms 

are in need of immediate attention. Plumbing fixtures are outdated and inefficient. Lighting is inadequate. 

Flooring needs to be updated and walls need paint.  

Bld. 500                       Computer Center                                             Modular: 1993           12,014 Sq. Ft.  

This building houses a Student Common area, 2 ITV rooms (including one that is used for Board meetings and 

other conferences), 6 computer labs (including one that utilizes SMART technology), 2 public use restrooms, and 

2 offices. The roof was recoated with TREMCO in 2016.  The building provides adequate classrooms and 

computer facilities for the campus as well as the Interactive Television room and a Smart technology room. 

However, the building is in need minor repairs, improvements to the HVAC systems, and needs to be refreshed.   

Bld. 1100                     Classrooms                                                          Built: 1991           4,167 Sq. Ft. 

Building 1100 is a small pod building constructed on the site in 1991.  It is used for general classrooms for the 

campus.  Some remodeling and updating has taken place for this building and it is more appealing.  Room 1104 

has received an extensive upgrade and has become the Smart Classroom with innovative technology. Roof was 

replaced in the summer of 2014. Building also houses the campuses technical support office and store room.  

Bld. 1200                     Science Lab/Classroom                                      Built: 1991                3,715 Sq. Ft. 

This building is used by the science program with two classrooms and two laboratories. This building lacks 

adequate storage and has no office space. The labs are small and inadequate in space and equipment for any 

advanced classes. The 1200 Lab was moderately renovated in the summer of 2014 with updates to the paint, 

layout, countertops, faucets, and new gas valves. Addition updates were made to this labs ventilation system. 

This building also received updated technology to accommodate the advances in technology. Room 1203 was 

renovated in winter of 2015 with updated technology turning the room into a SMART lab with improvements 

also made to the demonstration platform. Lighting was upgraded to LED fixtures. Paint and new furniture 

finished the project. The roof is currently being repleced.  

Bld. 1300                     Restrooms                                                         Built: 1998                       849 Sq. Ft.  
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Building 1300 contains two public use restrooms and the secured chemical storage for the Science department. 

This building is in need of a refresh. The plumbing fixtures are out of date and not efficient. The roof is also in 

need of attention.  

Kingman Facilities in Need of Replacement 

 

  

Date 

Built 

Building 

Type 

Sq. Ft. 

(outside) 
Condition Use Recommendation 

600 ?? Modular 7,686 Poor  Classroom / Storage Replace 

700 1983 Modular ??  Poor Head Start Program  Replace 

800 ?? Modular 3,393 Poor 
Institutional Research / 

Fitness Center  
Replace 

900 1992 Steel 1,969 Poor Pre-College Studies Replace 

1000 1991 Steel 955 Poor 
Truck Driver / Motorcycle 

Training 
Replace 

Total     14,003       

 

Bld. 600                       Classroom/Storage                             Modular: ??         7,686 Sq. Ft.      

Building 600, a modular facility acquired from the Kingman School District in 1993, is of unknown age.  The 

building houses eight classrooms (including three that utilize SMART technology), two art rooms with sinks, 

and storage areas.  The rooms are not well lit, have inadequate ventilation, and inadequate emergency 

egress.  The facility has long outlived its useful lifetime. Four of the eight classrooms have already been taken 

out of use due to deterioration of roofing membrane and structural materials. Three more are projected to be 

removed from service for the same concerns. The final room has the most technology and will be moved during 

the 2017 spring semester, at that point the 600 building will be vacant. This was the most scheduled classroom 

building on campus.  

Bld. 700                       Head Start Program                                       Modular: 1983             ??   Sq. Ft.  

The Head Start program is not operated by the college, but serves young children of preschool age to help 

disadvantaged students to better prepare for school.  The program should not be confused with a child care 

facility, but is a preschool program located at MCC, administered and funded by Head Start.   

The building is another very small facility consisting of one classroom, an office, a small kitchen, and 

restrooms.  It appears to be well maintained, but cannot be expected to serve the current needs for the foreseeable 

future. 

Bld. 800 Institutional Research/Art Classroom/Fitness Center Modular      Built: ??    3,393 Sq. Ft.  

Building 800 is a modular unit previously owned by the Kingman School District and moved to the Neal Campus 

in 1992. The office of Institutional Research was relocated to this building the summer of 2013. The Fitness center 

was relocated here in the summer of 2014. The Art rooms were relocated from the 600 building to this building 

in winter of 2016. This building also houses two general use restrooms which are used by the surrounding 

buildings and a large storeroom. The building has served past its expected lifetime and would take extensive 

expenditures to be adequate for student use in the long term. 
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Bld. 900                       Pre-College Studies                                           Built: 1992                   1,969 Sq. Ft. 

This Facility contains two classrooms/tutoring labs and a large office area that Pre-College Studies staff utilizes 

for their offices. This small facility does not provide a welcoming visibility for the program.  Students in this 

program need an atmosphere that is conducive to study and makes them feel the program is important to the 

college.  This building is drab, isolated, and does not fill these needs.   It is inadequate in both quantity and 

quality of space.  

Bld. 1000                     Truck Driver Training                                   Built: 1991                       955 Sq. Ft. 

Building 1000 is a very small one classroom building that formerly housed the truck driver training 

program.  This building has a restroom, and two offices that meet the State of Arizona requirements. The 

building has poor lighting, but may be updated. This building was built on site by students as a class 

requirement and was used for maintenance for several years before converted to a classroom. Although it is 

small this building can still provide space for the campus. The Student Activity Council will move into this space 

in summer 2017. 

Current Facility Usage: North Mohave 

 

North Mohave Campus:  The North Mohave Campus is comprised of 9 acres purchased in two transactions.  

There are four instructional and administrative buildings, plus two small maintenance sheds located on that site.  

With the exception of the 300 building, all buildings on the North Mohave Campus are modular units.  Parking 

lots have been paved and are adequate for the current population served.  

North Mohave Campus uses the auditorium facilities of the public schools and a private school.  Some classes 

are also held in homes, businesses, and in the public school building.   
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The campus is landscaped and well maintained.  Tennis courts were built on the campus many years ago and 

are not well maintained.  Several areas of the campus facilities have been renovated over the past several years, 

including the remodel of a general purpose room into a nursing classroom and lab. Most recently the science lab 

on this campus was significantly renovated and updated.  One of the classrooms has been renovated into a smart 

classroom, and a portion of the administrative offices have been turned into a student commons area. A smaller, 

second commons area has been added to the 400 building. The computer lab was moved into the 100 building 

and expanded to accommodate large nursing classes.  

The campus has no space to use as community and other types of large group meetings and therefore struggles 

to serve all the needs of the community. Recent social upheaval in the community has resulted in the North 

Mohave Campus gaining the reputation as the only neutral space in town where members of all factions can 

congregate.  Because of this, multiple agencies have requested space on campus for meetings and events.  For 

example, NMC is now the only polling place in town, the Red Cross has moved its blood drives to campus, 

community job fairs and food and clothing distribution events, and meetings with members of the offices of the 

Arizona and Utah attorneys general have also shifted to campus.  Because there is no multipurpose space on 

campus these events are held outside or in the largest classrooms, 301 and 102, however, some events have been 

cancelled because these spaces are too small to meet the need.  Recently the Arizona attorney general’s office 

moved a meeting from NMC to the local high school for this reason, but one subsection of the population was 

excluded from attending because of the location. 

There are 3 unsightly storage buildings at the rear of the campus that are used for supplies storage and 

landscaping equipment. 

A new building, currently in final design stage, will be completed in early 2018. The Nursing program, a large 

multipurpose room, business incubator complex, and bathrooms are the main features of this building. 

Bld. 100  Administration   Standard: 1992    4500 

Sq. Ft. 

Building 100 houses the administrative offices, student services, a small library, a general purpose classroom, a 

student commons area, restrooms, and a computer lab.  An area in the library is set aside for computer stations. 

Although the library is small, it appears to function for the current enrollment at the campus.  The modular unit 

was placed on the site in 1992 and has been well maintained.  It has an attractive interior and has been enhanced 

by an outdoor garden, water treatment, and sitting area.  

Bld. 200  Classroom/Science Lab   Modular: ??   1500 Sq. Ft.  

The facility houses one classroom, one science laboratory and one office.  The building was placed on the site in 

1992, but served as a temporary building at an elementary school prior to that.  The science laboratory was 

significantly updated and renovated during the summer of 2011, additional renovations were made to this lab 

during the winter of 2011.  The North Campus Smart Classroom is located in room 201 in this facility and as 

such was renovated over the summer of 2011.  Minor excavation has been done on the north side of the 200 

building where preliminary plans had been made for construction of a theater addition.  Modular buildings are 

generally not designed to have additions. 

Bld. 300  Classrooms    Modular: 1994    3000 Sq. Ft. 
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The 300 building was built in 1994. It houses two classrooms, offices, and restrooms. In 2009 the room previously 

designated multi-purpose was renovated to create an expanded nursing lab.  The smallest classroom is 

temporarily being used for storage of items retained when NMC terminated its lease on rental spaces. 

Bld. 400   Classrooms     Modular: ??   1800 Sq. Ft. 

A very small testing center, office, a small success center and a conference room/plural classroom join a general 

purpose classroom and small student lounge in building 400.  This modular building was moved from Fredonia 

to the North Mohave Campus in 2005.  There are two small storage areas in the building as well, one for IT 

equipment and one for marketing and SAC materials. A portion of this facility was upgraded to house the CELT 

faculty Multimedia room during the summer of 2011. 

NORTH MOHAVE FACILITIES SUMMARY 

 Date 

Built 

Building 

Type 

Sq. Ft. 

(outside) 

Condition Use Recommendation 

100 1992 Modular 4500 Good Administration  

200 ? Modular 1500 Fair Classroom/Science Lab Has been renovated 

300 1994 Modular 3000 Fair Classrooms/Nursing Has been renovated 

400 ? Modular 1800 Good/very 

small 

Classrooms  

Total   10,800    
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TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE 

WECOM
Internet

North Mohave
10.1.x.x/22

Vegas
10.1.x.x/22

Lake Havasu
10.1.x.x/22

Kingman
10.1.x.x/22

Bullhead
10.1.x.x/22

DAC

10.1.x.x/22

Radagast
MR80

64.37.7.138

.1

Gandalf
MR400
10.1.x.x

WECOM
Metro E

10.1.x.x/24

.1

.1 .1 .1 .1

Internet
63.232.x.x

DAC-MDF-
SWC 10.1.x.x

KNG-MDF-
SWC 10.1.x.x

MCC3925DC
Cisco 3925 

10.1.x.x

BHC-203E-R1 
Cisco 3945

10.1.x.x176.4

LHC-1200A-R1 
Cisco 3945

10.1.x.x

250 Mbps

1000 Mbps

750 Mbps 750 Mbps

100 Mbps

1000 Mbps

1000 Mbps

1000 
Mbps

2G

1G 1G 1G 1G

150 Mbps
Back Door Access

 

Data Center 

In 2016, the College migrated the VMWare environment to new Nimble Storage by adding a Nimble 700 and a 

Nimble 500 to handle raw disk space for storage, servers, and enterprise systems.  Additionally, the systems 

engineering team reduced both compute and memory requirements by consolidating servers and services, as 

well as retiring unused and unneeded systems.  At present MCC has achieved a reduction of more than 60 

servers, bringing the active environment down from 153 servers to 93.  Further consolidation is planned, with 

the expectation that the College will be able to reach an optimum deployment of 65-70 servers overall.   

Disk space is an issue that the IT Department is working now.  In the near future the Department will lead a 

project to consolidate needed data and archive data that is not necessary for daily operations.  This will reduce 

the cost overheads of the Vegas data center. 

Network 

In 2017, the IT team triaged the oldest and least useful of the building switches on all campuses.  Roughly 60% 

of switches in critical locations were identified as critical replacement needs.  The new switches, made by 

Hewlett-Packard represent a hard cost savings of 40% and integrate perfectly into the current Cisco 

environment.  These switches are being deployed now with an expected project end date of September 2017.  

The remaining switches will be upgraded by 2019.  The project rolling replacements will allow MCC to put the 
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networking equipment on a five-year replacement plan so that future projects require less downtime and, 

ultimately, less negative impact on the users for downtime. 

Security 

The IT team deployed several new security updates and processes in 2017, beginning with a revamp of the 

credentialing processes on campus.  Under the new process, permissions for critical systems have been 

migrated to an interactive approval process in SAManage, the helpdesk ticketing system.  Users are now able 

to submit a ticket and have the ticket routed through the approval tree quickly.  The closed tickets remain as a 

record of permissions and meet audit requirements much more efficiently than the old, paper based process.  

Additionally, new password policies were implemented and are enforced at the root level in the enterprise – 

passwords expire properly and can be reset in a variety of ways.  Lastly, the redeployment of the active 

directory system allows the IT team to better manage permissions for file shares and applications.   

Future strategic improvements will include the integration of authentication to the active directory for as many 

software programs on campus as possible.  The IT team has made Active Directory integration a requirement 

for any new software purchased by the College.  In addition an ongoing project will identify any remaining 

software programs that do not integrate.  Once identified, the IT team will work with the stakeholders to 

identify alternative software that both integrates, resulting in easier management of software and better 

security overall. 

Disaster Recovery 

The IT team is currently working a project that will, when complete, provide the college with an enterprise 

class disaster recovery capability.  The old Nimble and UCS equipment recovered from the Las Vegas data 

center in 2016 was deployed in a failover mode on the Kingman campus.  When complete the project will 

allow the IT team to perform a “one button” failover should equipment in the Las Vegas data center undergo a 

serious failure.  In addition, the IT team is engaging with an offsite provider to allow daily backups to be 

stored in a third offsite location.  This is necessary given the current risks and threats the college faces every 

day with respect to Malware and Ransomware.  In effect, this tiered response to disaster recovery provides the 

college with significant survivability should the environment come under attack from malware or viruses.  

One button failover would allow the IT team to restore full operability to the college in less than 4 hours 

should the Las Vegas data be compromised.  Should both Kingman and Las Vegas suffer operational outages, 

the offsite backup could be used to restore full operations in less than 24 hours to all locations. 

Future Projects 

The IT team is evaluating the feasibility of deploying security cameras on each campus in 2017.  The project is 

taking a 3-tiered approach to security cameras: Main entrances/Parking areas; Main entrances/parking 

areas/secondary entrances; complete coverage including common areas inside of buildings.  As MCC evaluates 

the offerings of vendors, the expectation is to develop a plan that gives the College the best coverage at the best 

price, thereby heightening the security of faculty, staff, and students. 
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ENROLLMENT DATA 
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NCK 600 Building 

 

The NCK 600 building is a general use, 8 classroom building. The building is stale, outdated and 

requires significant investment to modernize and bring up to benchmark instructional space 

standards. Additionally, the roof is in bad shape and the walls are beginning to need significant 

repairs. 

The college requested a local contractor to estimate the cost of the roof repair, his estimate is 

attached.  

The recommendation is to remove this building and replace it with a modern multiuse 

classroom building designed for specific program needs.  

Based on current construction and technology costs, a $2 million budget is estimated for 

replacement in the same location. Depending on program needs, this budget may increase due 

to cost of special academic program equipment and technology. 
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3RD. March 2017 
 

Quinn Taylor 
Mohave Community College 
1971 Jagerson Avenue 
Kingman AZ  86409 
 
 
RE:   BUILDING #600 – ROOF 
 
 
Dear Quinn 
 
Based on our field visit and discussion, I have listed below is our proposed proposal amount to 
re-roof the existing Building #600.  This proposal is based on this proposal along with the 
attached proposal qualifications. 
 

$285,630.00 
(Two hundred eight-five thousand, six hundred thirty dollars) 

 
Quinn, should we be looked upon favorably on this project and upon approval of services and 
prior to commencement of the project. The Contractor will require an earnest deposit in the 
amount of $133,200.00.  Upon completion of the project and upon acceptance by the Owner, the 
remaining balance of $102,430.00 will be due, net 30 days. 
 
Should you have any questions and/or comments regarding this proposal, please do not hesitate 
to call me at 757-5145 my office or 377-8758 my cellular. 
 
Sincerely 

 
Benny DeBaca Jr., Estimator 
KC Orr Builders, Inc. 
 
 
 
cc:  KC Orr 
 
 

http://www.kcorrbuilders.com/
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PROPOSAL QUALIFICATIONS 

 

Division 1 – General Conditions 

1. Project Manager / Supervision:  We have included provisions for a dual point of contact 

that will interact and correspond with the owner, design associates and governing 

municipalities throughout the construction of this project. 

2. Dump Fees:  We have included provisions to provide a private trash dumpster for our 

own use to dispose of all our trash-debris throughout the duration of this project. 

3. Construction Clean-Up:  We have included provisions to keep the jobsite clean of all 

construction trash-debris generated throughout the duration of this project. 

4. Toilet Rental:  We have included provisions to provide one Port-A-John toilet for our 

personnel’s use throughout the duration of this project. 

5. Security Fencing-Barricades:  We have included provisions to maintain security fencing, 

barricades and signage for the general public’s safety. 

 

Division 2 – Sitework 

6. Facade Demolition:  We have included provisions to supply all the labor necessary to 

demolish and dispose of all the exterior façade siding and miscellaneous trim. 

7. Soffit Demolition:  We have included provisions to supply all the labor necessary to 

demolish and dispose of all the soffit ceiling and miscellaneous debris resulting from this 

demolition phase. 

8. Roof Demolition:  We have included provisions to supply all the labor necessary to 

demolish and dispose of the entire roofing assembly. Roof substrate surface shall be 

striped and clean for future roofing improvements. 

9. Equipment Rental:  We have included provisions to supply all the equipment necessary 

for the demolition and disposal phase.  This includes but is not limited to lifts, scaffolding, 

cutting shears-grinders, etc. 

 

Division 7 – Thermal & Moisture 

10. TPO Roofing:  We have included provisions to furnish and install a single ply TPO sheet 
membrane roofing assembly with all the necessary flashings as required according to 
the new roof configuration. 

11. Rigid Board Insulation:  We have included provisions to provided and install a thermal-

faced rigid board insulation-substrate for the entire roof assembly in accordance with the 

TPO manufacturer’s requirements. 

http://www.kcorrbuilders.com/
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12. General Sheet Metal:  We have included provisions to fabricate and install all the 

necessary galvanized sheet metal flashing and miscellaneous penetration assemblies as 

required. 

13. Caulking & Sealants:  We have included provisions to furnish and apply an industrial 

grade sealant to the entire exterior façade assembly and seal the exterior wall gutters.  

 

Division 9 – Finishes: 

14. Facade Framing:  We have included provisions to furnish and install all the light gauge 

metal framing necessary for the new facade assembly. 

15. Façade Siding:  We have included provisions to supply and install all the necessary light-

gauge metal siding for the new facade assembly. This also includes providing all the 

necessary trim, closure strips, screws, etc. Finish and profile shall be a standard unit-

assembly. 

16. Soffit Siding:  We have included provisions to supply and install all the necessary light-

gauge metal siding for the new soffit assembly. This also includes providing all the 

necessary trim, closure strips, screws, etc. Finish and profile shall be a standard unit-

assembly. 

Division 15 – Mechanical 

17. Plumbing:  We have made provisions to provide and install one (8) eight roof and 

overflow assemblies. 

18. Mechanical:  We have made provisions to remove and re-install the (8) eight existing AC 

units.  Start-up of existing units is not guaranteed due to condition of said units. 

 

19. Division 16 – Electrical 

20. Electrical:  We have made provisions to provide all the necessary labor to remove and/or 

relocate existing AC unit electrical circuitry and/or miscellaneous lighting fixtures. 

 

 

PROPOSAL EXCLUSIONS 

1. Any work not described herein and/or shown on the project documents. Also any 

unforeseen and/or unbeknownst items or issues that may arise after the contractual 

agreement date, by federal, state, county, or local municipalities and/or utility companies 

having jurisdiction in this project’s construction. 

2. Storm drainage beyond roof-façade assemblies. 

3. Asbestos Abatement and/or animal removal-abatement. 

4. Structural repair to the existing facility infrastructure, unless noted otherwise. 

http://www.kcorrbuilders.com/
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5. Tele-Communications and/or cable television services. 

6. Owner furnishings, equipment and office-sale electronics. 

7. Specialty displays-system equipment and associated materials purchase and 

installation. 

8. Telecommunication / Data – Wiring / Equipment. 

9. Unloading, moving, assembly-installation of Owner furnished furnishings, equipment and 

electronics. 

End of Qualifications 

http://www.kcorrbuilders.com/
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The following explanation and picture will provide a detailed narrative of the current condition of the 600 building 

located at the north west side of the Neal Campus Kingman Az. 

The roof of the 600 building now approximately 30+- years old with an apparent addition at the west end of the 

building has exhibited an ongoing problem with roof leaks during each rainy season with an inability to successfully 

cure the multiple location, an equally serious problem is the design, which provides Vermin access (refer to pages 7 

& 8 pictures) to the walkway soffit as well as the interior of the building with no adequate way to remove debris 

buildup due to bird and rodent infestation. 

In my position as the NCK facility manager there are two possible solutions to this issue, 

First, remove and replace the existing roof and walkway soffit and replace with a newly designed roof system that 

would eliminate vermin access and provide a water tight surface. This option may be COST prohibited, quotes 

provided. 

Second, this option is recommended due to the age and current limited use of the building, remove the building to 

make room for a new purpose built structure that would result in a continued revitalization and overall enhancement 

of the Kingman campus. 

In summery the 600 building currently exhibits the following; 

Bad workmanship, poorly designed roof with inadequate outlets of drainage, pooling as the materials sag, lack of 

maintenance leading to sun blistering and eventual splitting and of course puncturing, walking on the roof to inspect 

the condition is hazardous. Also as the roof moves with the change in temperature and the building continues to 

settle, the flashing will continue to wear and split, letting additional water get under the felt and causing additional 

damage. 
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600 SW Corner 1 

600 W. Center 1 
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600 W. Center 2 

600 W. Interior Storage 1 
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600. HVAC Penetration Failure 

600 N. Wall Design Failure 
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600 W. Full length Parapet Wall Failure 

600 S. Wall Design Failure (rodent/bird access) 
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600 entire length North and South Wall 
Design Failure, Allows vermin access to 
walkway soffit and entire building 



BLM Properties 

 

The college has entered into agreements with the Bureau of Land Management for two 

properties located in Mohave County. Initial proceedings with BLM began at an unknown date 

prior to knowledge of current MCC administrators. The reason for the selection of these two 

sites for future use by the college is unknown. 

Site 1 is located on Highway 68 in Golden Valley. The property abuts the west boundary of the 

elementary school located on the north side of the highway at the approximate midpoint of the 

valley. This property was acquired through the Kingman BLM office, and the college has “lease” 

status of ownership. The college experienced significant setbacks and difficulties in finalizing 

the transfer to the college, and required the intervention of Congressman Trent Franks office. 

This site is large enough and located optimally for location of a college learning center in the 

future. Maps and lease documents are located in this appendix. 

Site 2 is located adjacent to Interstate 15 at the Beaver Dam/Littlefield exit about 8 miles from 

Mesquite, Nevada. There is a local elementary/middle/high school facility nearby, across the 

road about 1 mile to the west. This property was acquired through the St. George, Utah BLM 

office, and the college has “temporary land use permit, but no lease or patent” status. This is 

not a secure holding of the college. In order to attain “lease” status an environmental 

assessment study must be performed at submitted to BLM. This will be a significant cost that 

carries risk, without any direct, immediate return. The College of Southern Nevada has a small 

campus in Mesquite, Nevada about 10 miles away. 

BLM properties are not usable until “patent” status attained, which can require significant time 

and energy. 

The long term needs of the college and academic program delivery modalities make the need to 

build future facilities on these properties questionable. Construction infrastructure and 

technology costs to build and provide network connections on virgin properties is prohibitively 

expensive. 

Recommendation to continue to hold, but not advance status. If BLM should demand return of 

the property for nonuse a strategic decision should be made at that time. 
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CTE Skills Centers 

 

Career and Technical Education programs require single use, highly defined, and expensively 

equipped inflexible lab space. They are expensive to build and maintain, and often are too 

expensive to replicate on multiple campuses, especially when local demand is uncertain. 

Students often comment that they would love to enroll in program X, but it’s not located in 

their city. They ask why we won’t provide one in their hometown. Our answer has been 

because it is too expensive and the local enrollment to make it sustainable is unknown. 

The CBE format now provides flexibility in program design and delivery that makes it feasible to 

expand high cost programs to other locations while limiting risk and minimizing costs. 

The college is gradually converting CTE programs to the CBE format. The new format utilizes the 

online delivery platform for lecture portion of the courses. Smaller, appropriately equipped lab 

spaces located in other cities can fulfill the basic skill development requirements of the 

program. The student would only be required to travel to the home campus for specific, limited 

academic activities, such as skill assessment and testing, all other lab related activities can be 

accomplished at their local skill center. 

Each campus is planning to repurpose unused space as skill centers designed specifically for the 

program requested. 

Not only will MCC students benefit, but also the local high school dual enrollment and JTED 

programs will expand their offerings because facilities are now available. 

Initial plans and budget estimates are attached for expansion of Welding to LHC and BHC 

campuses. The Welding program is in the initial stages of conversion from traditional to CBE 

format. 

If the new sites become popular to support a full facility, a strategic decision will be made on 

whether to build a full facility in that location. 





Welding Skills Lab ‐ BHC room 305

Cost estimates

Description source total
Construction materials to build out walls/doors in‐house 1000

welding booths and fume units (4) ‐ hard quote purchase 30,890

electrical upgrades ‐ panel, conduit, wire, breakers in‐house 2000

air compressor lines (using existing air compressor) in‐house 500

welders, cutting equipment, carts, and cylinder storage ‐ waiting on 

hard quote from praxair purchase estimate 20,000

lighting ‐ LED low bay 2  fixtures 1684

total  56074
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MCC_LHC 

WELDING SKILLS CENTER 

The Objective 

To develop a Welding and Auto Collison Skills center at the Lake Havasu City Campus that would prepare 

students for a career in the field of welding maintenance, welding fabrication, and auto body repair by 

transforming underutilized space in the Art and Technology building 100 (RM 114 and outside area) into a 

skills lab that supports a competency based approach to teaching and learning. 

Transformation would require only removing existing furniture, and replacing it with welding booths, cutting 
tables, welding equipment, needed for the welding program and bumper and fender stands, vacuums, and air 
compressor, a variety of tools, sanding and paint equipment and a free standing indoor vented painting booth. 

Space 

Attached is a diagram showing how the space could be used to accommodate up to 5 students for the welding 

program and 4 for auto collision. The auto learning space can expand to accommodate an increase in 

enrollment. 

Equipment 

Also attached are tables showing cost projections for equipment for both programs. The quotes attached 

reflect the originally proposed ten stations however, 5 for welding and 4 for auto is recommended for a start-up.  

The welding booths are self-contained with low energy usage and low noise levels and have built in air filtration 

systems that capture weld smoke. The detailed list of equipment needed for the auto program consists mostly 

of items that can be purchased locally.  The cutting tables can be used by both programs. They are on wheels 

and can be stored inside and moved outside if needed.  The fender racks fold and when not in use, provide 

more space for other projects.  The painting booth will require venting through the ceiling.    The HVAC 

classroom, equipped with current technology, can be used for lecture.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Width 112 ft.

Length 13 ft. 7.7647 in.
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COST PROJECTIONS FOR 5 Welder and 4 Auto Collision stations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WELDING PROJECT FOR LHC COS     

      

ESTIMATED ELECTRICAL INSTALL/RETRO  $              8,000   10-50 AMP SERVICE WITH DISCONNECT 

AIR FILTRATION UNITS/TABLES/CURTAINS  $            40,637   5 STATIONS  
WELDERS/ TORCHES/CYLINDERS  $          77,528  5 SETUPS  
CONSUMABLES  $            5,000   ENOUGH TO FEED 5 STATIONS 

PERIFPHERAL EQUIPMENT SAWS/DRILL PRESS/ETC  $            10,000   ENOUGH TO FEED 5 STATIONS 

      

ESTIMATED TOTAL  $          137,165      

 AUTO COLLISION SKILLS LAB  Cost Each   Total   

1 Air Compressor  $    1,000.00   $   1,000.00  

2 Dayton Wall Mount Vacuum  $        127.13   $      254.26  

1 4 drawer tool cart  $        399.99   $      399.99  

3 Fender Work Stands  $          60.00   $      120.00  

1 Bumper Work Stand  $        269.33   $      269.33  

2 d/a pneumatic sander ( Ingersoll rand)  $        217.75   $      435.50  

2 angle grinder (Ingersoll Rand  $          83.75   $      167.50  

1 Snap-on gen service tool kit  $        480.00   $      480.00  

2 Durablock sanding kits  $          59.00   $      118.00  

4 4 pc Body Hammer/Dolly Kit  $        145.10   $      580.40  

2 50ft 3/8 air hose  $          74.10   $      148.20  

1 Automotive Paint Booth, vent hose and hardware  $    5,000.00   $   5,000.00  

    

    $   8,973.18  
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PAINTING BOOTH 
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Clean Air America, Inc. 2010 

7 Superior Drive SE Rome, GA. 30161. TOLL FREE NUMBER (866)665-1829 
www.clean-air.com 

INNOVATION IN AIR FILTRATION 

Clean Air Quote 

May 2, 2017 

QUOTE 17-128 
 

Clean Air America proposes the following Weld Station Booth System to Mohave CC for weld smoke removal from the welding 
lab. 

 

Item # 31101-6-5 - Dual Weld Station         
(1 Dual station accommodates 2 students) 
 
2 Clean Air America Dual Weld Station Down Flow Filter Cartridge Collector. 
2 Blower kit each 5 HP Type 355 4,000cfm @ 4” external static pressure.     
2      Electrical package: contains LED lights, motor starter, transformer, disconnect switch, controller, start & stop 

push buttons installed on unit – 208/230/460V three phase operation. Color TBD. 
 2 Filter kit consists of 4 flame retardant cellulose filters. (226 sq. ft. each, total 904 sq. ft of filter media).  
 
2 Each - Dual Weld Station (Education Discount Price):   $ 10,995.00 EA.    $21,990.00 
 

Included Accessories for  DUAL WELD STATIONS : 
Attachable Weld Curtains              $ 240.00 ea     4 ea       $     960.00 
12” Risers                  $ 235.00 ea   4 ea        $     940.00 

 
 
**Freight Charges          $   7,000.00  
 
**We will waive the freight charge if an order is placed in conjunction with an order to your Lake Havasu campus (Quote 17-
152).   
  

FREIGHT IS INCLUDED IN THIS PROPOSAL 
 

 TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE ____$_30,890.00_________ 
 

 
 Maintenance:  Replacement filter cartridges:  Part No. 1834 – $100.00 Each.  
 Electrical connection to be Three Phase 208/230/460 volts. 
 Compressed air should be regulated 80-90 PSI using a 1” line; a dryer is recommended.  
 Product Warranty is for 1 year, covering all parts except for consumables (the filter cartridges).  
 Metal spark arrest bafflers and metal mesh filters are removable and washable. 
 Prices hold good for 30 days.  This quote expires on 4/28/17.   
 FREIGHT TERMS AS STATED ABOVE. Lead Time: 8-10 Weeks   
 Payment terms: Net 30 days upon shipment. 
 

Doug Meredith 
Educational Sales Manager 
706-290-4856 
Doug.Meredith@clean-air.com 



7 Superior Drive SE Rome, GA 30161. TOLL FREE NUMBER (866) 665-1829 Phone (706) 291-1700
www.clean-air.com

©2009 Clean Air America, Inc.*All specifications are subject to change without notice.

WeldStation LEAF DUAL
Specifications

© 2016 Clean Air America, Inc. *All Specifications Are Subject To Change Without Notice

7 Superior Drive Rome, GA 30161
(866) 665-1829 | (706) 291-1700

www.clean-air.com | sales@clean-air.com

Filter Cartridges: (4) Cellulose Flame Retardant Media

Filter Media : 226 sq. feet of media each, totaling 904 sq. feet of media

Motor/Blower: 5 HP, Direct Drive, Backward Incline Blower

Electrical Requirements: 

 3 Ph: 208, 240, or 460 Volt, 6A-19A

Air Flow: 4,000 CFM (2,000 CFM Per Booth for Dual)

Built-in Spark Arrestance:

 (2) 24”x24”x2” Metal Spark Baffle

 (2) 24”x24”x2” Metal Mesh

Pulse Valve:  (2) 1” Pulsing Valves, Pulse Controller for automatic or  

 manual operation

Compressed Air Requirements:  1” NPT compressed Air Connection;  

 70-90 PSI Required

Silencing:  Internal Noise Abatement in Motor/Blower Compartment, 60-74 DBA

Weight:  2,100 lbs (Standard Dual with no options)

Dimensions of Booth:

 Standard 5’: 72”H x 58”W x 41”D

 3’, 4’, 6’ secondary booths available; 6’ main booth available

Standard Features

VFD: A Variable Frequency Drive  
      for soft start and increased            
      motor life.

Economizer: Automatic start/stop      
      based on welding arc.

Electrical: NEMA 12 Electrical 
Enclosure with integrated disconnect 
switch, motor starter, overload, and 
start/stop button.

Heavy Duty Construction: Fully 
      welded 12 gauge steel.

Table: 3-position adjustable work 
table

Weld Curtain: Better containment 
      of smoke.

Riser:  Adds 12” to booth height

Nano Fiber Filters:  MERV 15 rated 
filter for increased filtration and life   
span.

Second LED Light:  Additional 
lighting

Positioners:  Overhead and Floor  
mounted positioners avaliable.

Other Options: Fume Arm, Down 
Draft Table, and tool drawer

124

41 116

Side-By-Side Configuration

•  Flame Retardant Filter Material
•  Integrated / removable spark  
    arresters: 
   (2) 24”x24”x2” Metal Mesh
   (2) 24”x24”x2” Spark Baffles.
•  Clean Air Fire Suppressor™  
    option

*Riser adds 12”  
(136” Total)

Back-to-Back
Configuration

124

82 58

Part # Description 

31101-5-3 5’ Main with 3’ Secondary

31101-5-4 5’ Main with 4’ Secondary

31101-5-5 5’ Main with 5’ Secondary

31101-6-3 6’ Main with 3’ Secondary

31101-6-4 6’ Main with 4’ Secondary

31101-6-5 6” Main with 5’ Secondary

Optional Features

Specifications

Fire Protection

•  Blower: Backward incline, air foil  
   high efficiency
•  Direct drive, no belts or chains
•  Three phase power
   3 Ph. : 208, 240, or 460  Volt,  
    6A - 19A
•  5HP motor
•  3,450 RPM motor
•  Air volume 4,000 CFM

Blower & Motor



Day Care Facilities 

 

Day care facilities have been a popular, recurring request by the students. The college has 

investigated the feasibility of providing day care services for students several times over the last 

10 years. Each time the research and discovery indicated it was a high risk, expensive 

investment. 

In Fall 2017, the college will be requesting all students to participate in the SENSE survey. The 

primary focus of the survey is to determine the need for day care services, and their 

expectations of what that service would include. 

Many colleges have moved away from providing day care service. Reasons stated were: liability, 

financially unsustainable, current facilities below standard and too expensive to upgrade, 

became a service for staff rather than students, and too many headaches. To the contrary, 2 

colleges in Arizona have recently announced day care projects. 

The strategic plan calls for meeting the needs of the underserved student and for raising the 

educational attainment level of the county. Day care needs are often described as major 

hurdles to student enrollment and persistence once enrolled.  

An unanswered question is whether the cost of day care is the issue, or whether lack of day 

care facilities is the issue. The survey may provide data on this question. 

No decision or recommendation will be forwarded to the Board until the findings of the survey 

are presented. 



Childcare

• Options: 
• Offer facility, third‐party operates
• MCC owned and operated
• Partner with an already existing day care to potentially expand services

• Depending on option chosen:
• Implementation/time to start‐up: 1 – 3 years
• Cost: $500,000 – 3 million per site
• Annual staff operating cost: approx. $150,000 annually per location
• Location: Kingman, Havasu or Bullhead

Arizona Western & Yavapai just built new facilities (3 million & 3.8 million respectively)



BHC Culinary Program 

 

The Culinary Program is about 12 years old and has been housed in the 200 building on the BHC 

campus. The space occupied by the program was originally the campus café/lunch counter that 

was taken out of service due to financial insecurity. The space was remodeled to create an 

enclosed educational kitchen and store room with overflow into the student lounge area. The 

lecture component was delivered in the 300 building at program startup. 

The space has been renovated several times as more modern equipment was purchased and 

health department deficiencies were addressed. Each renovation consumed more building 

space that dislocated student gathering areas, storage closets, and meeting rooms. 

The current configuration, while barely sufficient, is not up to the benchmark quality standards 

for educational program spaces at the college. A new facility is recommended. 

The area of campus that was previously occupied by 5 trailer buildings is the proposed building 

site for this new facility. Current programming for that building includes the Culinary Program, 

student gathering space, restrooms, maintenance and telecommunication closets, building 

storage, and additional academic programs yet to be determined. 

Proposed square footage is determined by budget and building site limitations. A 7500 square 

foot building at $200 per square foot construction cost plus furniture, fixtures, equipment, 

technology, and academic program needs at approximately $500,000 suggests a total 

preliminary budget of $2 million. 

After program needs are defined a more accurate budget can be estimated. The purpose of this 

planning workshop is to define priorities and needs, propose timelines, and estimate budgets. A 

$2 million approximation is a plausible placeholder for this project. 



Food Service 

 

Reliable, consistent, quality food is a continuing request form the students. All campuses have 

varying levels of vending machines that provide drinks and snacks, nothing close to a meal. 

LHC formerly housed the “Chuckwagon” lunch counter style food provider. Recent renovations 

to the general area repurposed that former space. Requests for proposals from local providers 

has been unproductive. Vending machines are the only source of food and drinks. 

BHC only has vending machines. Requests for proposals from local providers has been 

unproductive. 

NMC only has vending machines. 

NCK has a daily lunch counter style food provider. “Nana’s” contracts to provide food service, at 

no charge for rent, in college provisioned kitchen. This arrangement is been working for about 3 

years. Students seem to be happy, and the provider seems to be making enough money. 

The college has requested proposals on many occasions in all service areas, except NMC, to no 

avail. Over 15 years ago, the college ran its own lunch counter on the southern campuses and 

lost significant amounts of money. The financial unsustainability forced the decision to abandon 

college provided food service. Financial unsustainability is the same reason other providers 

won’t step in. 

This is not a number 1 priority, but is an unmet need. 



NAU Building NCK campus 

 

NAU owns the building on the westernmost edge of the NCK campus. It was built in the 1990’s 
and used by NAU to deliver ground and ITV courses. NAU has changed their distance education 
model to predominantly online web based delivery. NAU staff and equipment on all campuses 
were relocated with the exception of one advisor that occupies and MCC office on LHC campus. 

The NCK building has been incrementally taken over by MCC staff and classes. MCC now uses 
100% of the building and there is no NAU presence. 

MCC and NAU contracted with each other since NAU began offering services on MCC campuses. 
That contract has been rewritten many times over the years as operating practices and needs 
changed. Currently, there is a no cost arrangement between the entities. MCC offers ITV room 
use and office space to NAU and NAU offers the NCK building for MCC use. MCC covers all 
operational and maintenance costs. 

The primary reason is in the current status is because of the difficulty renegotiating with NAU. 
Contracts were handled at the main campus in Flagstaff and often took over 6 months to get 
resolved. 

The question at this time, should MCC make an offer to buy the building? There is no pressing 
need to do so. NAU has not even spoken about it. MCC inquired about 5 years ago about buying 
it. They had no interest in selling. 







NCK Driveways and Roadways 

 

Parking lot, driveways, and campus roadways asphalt refresh is an ongoing concern on all 

campuses. The NCK campus refresh requirements have reached the stage where a better 

design for traffic and pedestrian flow needs to be considered before refresh begins. Rather than 

refreshing areas in non-optimal locations, a proposal for relocation to improve traffic and 

pedestrian flow was requested from local contractors. 

Attached is a proposed design that would relocate campus roadways and drives on the west 

end of campus for better long term functionality and future facility construction.  
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Desert Construction, lnc. hereby proposes to furnish mqterinls, labor, ond equipment fo,r the
completion of:

Bid ltem Description of Work Qtv Unit Unit Cost Totql Prtice
L 500 Building (tncludes Roadwcry)

Remove and Replace with 2" lr/C 3930 SY s14,s0 $s6,98s.00
Striping (includes motorcycle s{rying) 1 LS s1,920,00 s1.9:20.00

s58.90s.00
2 Roodway Eost of New Buildinq

Remove and Replace with 2" IilC 46/ SY S14,so s6,771.50
j 700 / 800 Building (tncludes Rc>odway)

Remove and Replace with 2" A,C 1333 SY s14,s0 ql o ?1a qn

Striping 1 LS $360,00 5360,00

s19,688.50, North Roadway

Remove and Replace with 2" A/C 21,07 SY s14.s0 s30,s5i1.s0
5 200 Building

Remove and Replace with 2" A/C 323 SY $r+.so s4,68i3.50
Striping L LS s300.00 93Cr0,00

s4,9813.s0
6 2000 Building

Remove and Replace with 2" A/C 400 Sy s14,s0 5s,800.00
!triping 1 LS 5180,00 s180.00

Ss,98o.oo
7 400 Building

Remove and Replace with 2" A,/C 563 SY $14.s0 S8,163,50
Striping L LS 5240.00 s240,00

s8,403.50
8 Striping for North Roadway (double veltow) L390 LF 50.80 $7,772.00
9 Bighorn Woy (West Extrance Rd)

Remove and Replace with 2" AilC 3547 SY 514.50 ss1,431.s0
10 Striping for Bighorn Way Ll-80 LF 50.80 5944.00
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KinEmarr, A/. &64A1
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Fr rsrs rs s oll C{)wtr act

fiate: Octab*r 22 Zt)i S
Sulsrnitted by: Eots frllcFadyen

Bid ltem Description ol Work Qtv Unit Unit Cost Totol Price
II 700 / 800 Building

Seal Coat 41310 SF So.1s s6,196,s0
Striping T LS s900.00 s900,00

s7,0196.50
1,2. 2000 Building

Seal Coat 23100 SF s0.1s 53,46s,00
Striping 1 LS 5s40.00 ss40.00

s4,005.00
13 1100 / 1200 Building

Crack Fill 1 LS s2,s00.00 s2,s00,00
Seal Coat 60630 SF $0.16 59,700,80
Striping 1 LS 51,440.00 s1,440.00

s13,640.80

Total Proposed Contract Amount $213,513.30

**Unless specificolly called out above. prqposal does not include:
Bond, surveying, engineering, drawrngs, tesfing. permits, staking, sales fax, aspha/t removal, colored concrete, saw cuffing,
blasfing, rock excavafion' backfill, soil sferil'ization, fraffic coifrol, pavement narking / signage, chip seal, prine coat, utilify
adiusfnenfs, seeding,/ re-vegefafion, landscaping, and SlaPPP. Regarding any seal coafing work, please nofe thaf any alligator
cracking is excluded. 1/2" or wider cracks ore to be addressed. Cracks fo be filled witi Henry;s HE09J Crack Filler. In fhe
evenf fhaf unsuifable base naterial is encountered, fine and maferial wi// be added to the tofa/ price fo renove and replace
with suitable material.

All naferial is guaranteed to be as specified. All work fo be conpleted in o worknanlike nanner according fo standard
practices' Any alteration or devialion from ttbove specs. involving extra cosfs will be executed only upon wriften orders, andwill become an extra charge over and above fhe esfinate. This ,proposal may be withdrawn or price increased if n,tf
accepted or iob comnenced wifhin 30 days. A nonfh.ly late charge of I /% per monfh will be charged on all accounts nof paid
wifhin 30 days fron dafe of work and every,nonth thereaffer on fhe unpaid balance. rf fhe accoint is placed with anafforney or agency for collecfion. purchaser below agrees to pay reasonab/e aftorney fees and a// collecfion fees fo Deserf
Consfrucfion, Inc.

A ut h o r i zed S ignat ure :_
Acceptance of Proposal: The above prices, .specifications and conditions are satisfacfory and are h"r@Tu or"
ii':"::::::_o:!!:f::!:: :l::,f,..d ,oayment witl be nade as ourline above. By sisnins rhis proposatyou are tesoly makinsthis document info a binding contract.

Page 2 of 2
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Multi-purpose Sports Court & Astronomy Building 

STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL 

  

NCKSAC 
 



Introduction 

The Student Activities Club at Neal Campus Kingman (NCKSAC) 
The Student Activities Club on Neal Campus Kingman consists of: 

 Fred Gilbert – College Dean and Student Activities Council Advisor, 

 Student Activities Council Board members, 

 Representatives from all campus clubs. 

Other individuals and entities involved with this proposal include,  

 The Science Club, 

 High Desert Astronomy Club (a local community club), 

 Venture Club (a local community club), 

 MCC Foundation, 

 Faculty consisting of: Clark Brown, Cesar Fuentes and Russell Cox 

NCKSAC Board members will work closely together with all interested parties to ensure that what is 

produced will only be what is best for the students of the college.  

Proposal 
This proposal is for a multi-purpose sports court and astronomy building dedicated to the students and 

community to use and take advantage of while at Mohave Community College. SAC is requesting the 

College to contribute up to 30% of the building costs and provide future maintenance of the facilities in 

return for which the college may share in the use of the facilities for its educational programs. The 

project to commence July 1st 2015.  

Student and Community Interest  
In any given school year there will be about 13,000 students and about 28,000 community residents who 

will have access to the sports court and astronomy building with proper authorization.   

Recent surveys show that students are looking toward the college and the community for more outdoor 

activities. These surveys have been online at the college website under student life, as well as, surveys 

taken on campus during events.  Community members have also expressed interest in supporting this 

project. 

Access 
Access for the multipurpose court would come from a keycard. Community members and MCC staff 

need to purchase a keycard, while students will get their first keycard free. The keycards will be $5 

dollars for the first purchase and $10 for a replacement card if lost or stolen.  Access to the astronomy 

building would be by keyed entry and available by the facilities request procedure. 

Financial Assistance 
After meeting with and discussing our project plans we have the MCC Foundation and local VENTURE 

club ready to donate money to our cause for the students benefit. We also have Science Club willing to 

raise donations from local businesses. 



Estimated Costs 
Astronomy – approximately $50,000 

Multi-purpose – approximately $60,000 

Cost Break down: 

Astronomy Building: See below 

Multi-Purpose court: See Fred Gilbert for more details on the quote he provided. 

Facility Plans 
The Multi-purpose Court will consist of a sports-surface for the courts, 10’ fencing around the courts, 

lighting fixtures, and may include a parking lot, landscaping, moveable bleachers, water fountains, 

permanent concrete trash cans, bathrooms, and a small canopies with benches.  It is recommended that 

it be located next to the proposed Astronomy Building as an excellent and required surface for 

astronomers to set up their equipment during local star parties.   

The Astronomy Building also needs to be located near restrooms and in an area with minimal 

trees/power lines and other tall obstructions and the ability to shut off area lighting.  It will need power 

and internet connectivity available to it.  Two locations in order of preference that have been suggested 

are just north of the NAU building, or in the area near the pond, both of which are near existing parking 

lots, restrooms, and the science labs.   

Multipurpose Court Details 
The multipurpose court will take into account the following court sizes:   

 Basketball Courts: 

o Full basketball courts are 94 by 50 feet 

o High school courts are 84 by 50 feet 

o Half courts are 30 by 35 feet 

 Tennis Courts: 

o Playing area is 78 feet by 36 feet  

Astronomy Details 
 16` by 24` roll off roof observatory: 

o 16` by 8` warm room 

o Fold down south wall to enable viewing to the horizon 

o 4` by 2` windows between warm room and observation room 

o Heavy duty rack and gear motor system with limit switches for automated and remote 

operation of roll off roof assembly. 

Equipment 
Multi-purpose Court: 

Sports equipment – Basket balls, Volley balls, Tennis balls, Tennis rackets, Tennis/Volley Ball nets, 

goggles, and safety gear.   

Facility equipment – Bleachers, benches, storage containers for the sports equipment as well as a 

storage building to store equipment when not in use. 



Astronomy Building: 

Equipment – IT equipment for broadcasting to other campuses, 2 remote telescopes that have access to 

the internet (first for viewing use, and the second for astrophotography use).   

Location 

Proposed 

Location #1 

Proposed 

Location #2 



Proposal: Astronomical Research Observatory at NCK Mohave Community College 

This proposal is for a 16’ x 24’ Roll Off Roof Observatory that includes the following:  

 16’ x 8’ warm room

 Fold down south wall to enable viewing to the horizon

 4’ x 2’ windows between warm room and observation room

 Heavy duty rack and gear motor system with limit switches for automated and remote
operation of roll off roof assembly.

Stage 1:  Purchase Blue Prints to obtain 6 sets of drawings.  These are 
necessary for submission to a local engineer for any site 
specific or local code modifications, and can be used as 
necessary to obtain exact bids for any construction MCC is not 
able to provide in-house.  Site location on campus will need to 
be determined. 

Obtain local building permit 

Build the concrete slab that the observatory will set on.  This 
requires approximately 9 yards of concrete and either in-house 
concrete labor or a local contractor to finish the slab.   

Complete the Roll Off Roof Observatory building.  At this stage 
a secure location would be in place to store the donated 
telescope and house future equipment.   

Total Cost Stage 1 

Stage 2:  Purchase and install remote access telescope(s) for visual 
and/or astrophotography.  Several options are possible 
depending upon cost and features:   

 Plane Wave / Paramount ME2 can be used visually and for
astrophotography.  This telescope could be used for 
research in collaboration with Lowell Observatory in 
Flagstaff and the local K-12 school districts. 

OR 

 Meade LX850 14” f8 (for astrophotography), and

 Meade LX200 14” f10 (for visual use)

Connect the telescope(s) to the internet for access from 
remote locations, such as the other MCC campuses.  This will 
require MCC to provide IT equipment, internet connectivity, 
hardware, firewall, etc… 

Total Cost Stage 2 

Total Cost of Project 

Approximate Cost 

$250 

$200 

$1000 - $2000 

$13,620 

$15,070 – 16,070 

$32000; potentially 
less with education 
discount 

$12,000 
$7650 

$1500 

$21,150 – $33,500 

$36,220 - $49570 



Background 

NCK of Mohave Community College is an excellent location for nighttime observations as this area was 

previously considered for the building of a permanent National Observatory.   

Project Goal: 

Purchase and install an Astronomical Observatory useful for telescopes, radar, and tracking devices, to 

be used for observations of celestial phenomena.   

Broad Appeal 

Astronomy has fascinated young and old for thousands of years and has wide appeal to a large segment 

of the population, from those who are only casually interested to amateur hobbyists to those who 

contribute to citizen research that benefits our nation and the world.  An astronomical observatory on 

the Kingman Campus of Mohave Community College will provide the opportunity for students and their 

families, as well as the local community to explore the mysteries of the universe that continue to attract 

the interest of the general public.   

In addition to support from the community that includes local contractors and an engineer who are 

willing to donate their services to assist in its completion, this project also has the support of the local 

science, math and engineering faculty.  It has also garnered strong support from student clubs on 

campus.  This enthusiasm and momentum could assist the MCC Foundation in generating additional 

support that could be used not only for this project but for its many other endeavors that advance the 

college’s mission.   

Project Potential 

Purchase and installation of the observatory and an astrophotography telescope will allow college 

students and staff to participate in numerous education and public outreach programs and develop its 

community relationships in Mohave County.  The roll-back roof model that is proposed would even 

allow students and faculty on other campuses to access and operate the equipment remotely over the 

internet.  Below is a list of the potential community relationships which can be used to support and 

enhance the observatory and MCC’s standing in the community: 

 Project ASTRO: Arizona teachers (grades 3-12) partner with astronomers for classroom visits,

demonstrations, star parties, and exciting, hands-on astronomy and science activities.

 Research and Education Collaborative Occultation Network (RECON), funded by the National

Science Foundation: a citizen astronomy research project in the Western United States.

 Bringing the Hands-On Optics Program to Arizona: informal science education program.

 Astronomy from the Ground Up: National NSF-funded professional development project for

educators at small science and nature centers.

 GLOBE at Night: citizen science program for anyone to monitor light pollution world wide.

 NASA’s Night Sky Network: will allow the facility to provide valuable data useful for

identification of Near Earth Objects.

High Desert Astronomy Club is a local non-profit organization that is able to provide technical expertise, 

advice and training to establish the observatory on campus, which would be of immediate recreational 

benefit to NCK students and the surrounding community.  The club also has a 16 inch professional 

telescope they would like to donate as part of this project that would be housed at the center and 



available for student activities and other college use.  Star parties hosted at the observatory in 

collaboration with High Desert Astronomy would stimulate student and community interest in 

astronomy as well as build productive and beneficial relationships with the community.   

The proposed observatory would provide the college a resource to conduct astronomical instruction and 

research.  It would also provide students and local people the opportunity to participate in citizen 

research in conjunction with other astronomical centers such as Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff.   

Joint Project With Multi-Purpose Court / Staged Completion  

Construction of the observatory could be made in conjunction with a proposed Multi-Purpose Court, as 

the Multi-Purpose Court would also be beneficial at star parties as an ideal location where observers 

could set up their own equipment.  The project can also be completed in stages, with a more expensive 

research telescope and remote connectivity added as funding becomes available.   

Summary 

The Kingman/Hualapai region is considered by astronomers around the world as one of the best 

locations on planet Earth to perform nighttime observations!  MCC-NCK Observatory will serve as a 

unique instrument accessible to students, clubs, faculty and staff, and both amateur and professional 

astronomers.  The observatory will be capable of both enhancing the MCC curricula and developing 

further rapport with local community members and clubs.  Furthermore, national interest has now been 

placed in supporting a network of observatories (amateur and professional) in enhancing the detection 

of Near Earth Objects, of which MCC could be a part.   

  



Additional Information 

Domed Observatory Versus Roll Off Roof Observatory 

While a domed observatory structure provides greater protection from wind and light pollution, and has 

a more easily maintained basic structure, there are certain drawbacks to a domed structure. Some of 

the drawbacks are: A) The college’s buildings must conform to the requirements of the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA). This means the structure requires a standard size door, 6 ft.-8” high, this places 

the telescope at a minimum of 7 ft. above the floor. Visual observing would require a ladder to view 

anything. The use of a ladder as a matter of routine entails the risk of falls in the dark. B) Domed 

structures and round buildings are much more expensive than standard square construction methods. 

Limited funds mean interior square footage of floor space would be much smaller, on the order of 113 

square feet for a 12 ft. dome. Smaller floor space means fewer people can have a learning experience at 

the same time, with everyone constantly moving position in the structure to allow someone else access 

to the telescope. C) The controls required for remote operation entail more hardware for dome rotation 

and shutter operation, greater risk of breakdown, and more sophisticated control software. The 

proposed Roll Off Roof (ROR) structure allows compliance with ADA requirements by utilizing standard 

door sizes. The walls would be far enough away from the placement of the telescopes that a 5 ft. (or 

less) height of the telescopes would be sufficient for viewing without a ladder.  The structure would 

have the top 2 ft. of the South wall fold down (if desired) to enable viewing to the horizon. The East and 

West horizons are not necessary to be viewed as the rotation of the Earth will bring anything on those 

horizons into view during the course of a year. The ROR gives a viewing room 16 ft. by 16 ft. or 256 

square feet of floor space, 2.25 times the room in the domed structure. The ROR structure also contains 

an 8 X 16 ft. heated and cooled control room with room for shelf storage of items. The ROR option has a 

much simpler control scheme for the building with only a standard garage door opener and track system 

being required.  

Telescopes 

There are a number of choices for telescopes available, all dependent on how much you want to spend. 

The original proposal specified 2 Meade telescopes; one for visual use, the other for astrophotography 

(AP). The requirements for visual use are much less stringent than those for AP. There are 

telescope/mount configurations that would allow one telescope to be utilized for both visual use and 

AP. One of these would be a Paramount heavy duty mount paired with a Hyperion telescope. Of course 

there are other mount/telescope combinations that would perform the same tasks with varying degrees 

of cost/quality/size tradeoffs. 
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This CLIENT PROPOSAL is prepared exclusively for Quinn Taylor / Mohave Community 
College by MTJ SPORTS™; member of American Sports Builders Assn (ASBA) and United 
States Tennis Assn (USTA) for the purpose of: 
 
Outdoor Multi-Game Court for Basketball and Tennis on a 50’ x 100’ Court Design. 
 

 
 

MTJ SPORTS™ is pleased to OFFER the following: 

 

• 50’ x 100’ x 4” Concrete Base with 3/8” steel rebar on 18” centers, 1” over 10’ Slope, 

formed over 3” Compacted ¾” Clean Rock with Grading by local contractor under our 

specifications and supervision.  

• 50’ x 100’ Premium ¾” FLEX COURT Outdoor Sports Surface, FIBA Rated and ITF 

Tennis Category 5 Surface, 16 Court Color options, 16 Year Factory Warranty 

• 2” No Maintenance Inlaid Tennis Lines and 2” Painted Regulation NCAA Men 

Collegiate Court Lines w/ FREE Option of adding either High School or NCAA Women 

3- Point Line. 

• One set of Premier Tennis Posts/Net in Sleeves on 48’ centers with Option of 

Removable Tennis / Multi-Game Net Posts, 5 Year Factory Warranty 

• Two (2) Premium Fixed Height 672F FleXtreme In-Ground Basketball Goals w/ 42” x 

72” NCAA Backboard and Full Safety Padding Set, Lifetime Factory Warranty. 

• FREE 6’ Diameter Center Logo of Choice 

• System completely Installed by MTJ Sports Certified Installers (Estimated Project 

Completion Time is 10 days from start to finish). 

 

TOTAL Price for above:  $49,800.00 
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ADD-ON Price Options for above Total Project: 

• Four (4) Premium Court Lights w/ Single 450W Defiant LED Light per Pole, 22’ High, 

Installed on 16” Rd x 42” Footings.  5 Year Factory Warranty.  All Electrical 

Connectors ready for hook-up by Electrician = $12,800.00 

• Chain Link Fence System, Black Vinyl Coated Fabric, 10’H x 1300’L + 2 - 3’H x 4’W 

Gates, = $12,900.00 

• Windscreen, Open Mesh, 9’ High, Black or Green Color, Installed = $3,400.00 

• 24’ x 8’ x 4” Concrete Pad for 3-Tier Outdoor Bleacher = $1,150.00 

• 3-Tier Outdoor Bleacher System, 21’ Long = $2,240.00 

 

4% Discount on above Add-On items if ordered within Fiscal year of 2014 

 
 
MTJ SPORTS Standard Terms & Conditions: 
 
o All MTJ Price Quotes / Proposals are Valid for 30 Days, unless otherwise agreed with 

client 
o 50% down payment due on Contract/Order  
o 25% due on material shipment 
o 25% due on Net 10 Days upon completion 
o Delivery: Allow 4-6 weeks from time of order to completion on above. Installation time 

will vary +- 1 Day depending on weather conditions but will not alter quoted price. 
o All Materials Delivered to Site 
o Required Off Loading Equipment on site to be discussed 
 
 
Client Advising: 
MTJ Sports is requesting client to advise receipt of this Proposal via Email to: 
sales@mtjsports.com or Fax to: 309-761-8641 
 
Please contact Project Manager: Mats Jonmarker, MTJ Sports at (800) 789-1319 or direct 
at (309) 853-7210 for any questions. 
 
 

	  

	  
	  
	  
	  

qtaylor
Text Box
TOTAL with Option COST,    $32,490.00
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Accepted	  by:	  

Date:	  	  	  	  	  	  ________________________________	  

Signed:	  ___________________________________________________	  

By:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ___________________________________________________	  

Title/Position:	  _____________________________________________	  

All	  Payments	  Made	  To:	  

MTJ	  SPORTS	  
10	  Edgewood	  Drive	  
Kewanee,	  IL	  	  61443	  

We	  accept	  payments	  by	  Check,	  Credit	  Card	  and	  Bank	  EFT	  



Classroom
27'6"X23'

Office #2
12'X9'

Office #1
12'X12'

Restroom
5'9"X8'

6'X4'

NCK Building 1000
954.5 Sq. Ft. 

Classroom: 635.5sqft
Office: 252sqft

Restroom: 46sqft
Unusable: 24sqft

Exterior Building Dimensions:
36'X28'6"
1026sqft



Projects with a Start Date of July 1, 2016 or after, or carry-over projects. Trans still

needed

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers Differ from Pd

Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance

TOTAL MAINTENANCE PROJECTS TO DATE $961,145 $454,285 $419,386 $87,474

TOTAL APPROVED BUDGET ALLOWANCE $422,691

 deferred 10-0-6075-009-5291 and  renovations 10-5-6075-010-5627 hold in reserve per Admin

$192,173 Fiber and BHC fire-add back special projects

REMAINING BUDGET AVAILABLE -$346,281

NCK new bldg 20-5-6075-000-5675 $5,000,000

started 9/1/14 paid to NCK new building 20-5-6075-000-5675 (350,427)            14/15 paids

(3,655,167)         15/16 paids 9/27/2016

(1,154,194)         16/17 paids 5/2/2017

NCK bldg balance remaining -$159,788

est remaining -$506,069 16/17 proj 227,430$     226,855$               

-$             

new program 16/17 proj -$             

started 9/1/14 NCK new bldg no proj 20-5-6075-000-5675

NCKREMVL proj to track removal of bldgs 20-5-6075-000-5675 $227,430 $226,855

NCK200RNVT, NCKNEWBDG proj # added per Jess

NCKLIBMOV  deleted, Quinn entered as 201516001 7/28/15  20-5-6075-000-5675 transfers done as of

upcoming proj:  $227,430 2/8/2017

started 9/27/16 NMC new bldg proj 50-5-6075-000-5675 2,000,000$         

paid to NMC new building 50-5-6075-000-5675 (131,839)            16/17 paids 5/2/2017

NMC bldg balance remaining $1,868,161

NMCBLDG

NO PROJ'S NEEDED FOR A/C REPLACEMENTS PER JESS 7/23/15

xx-0-6075-009-5121 $227,430 transfers

AHSB2FUR for Legacy matach

(0)                 difference



Projects with a Start Date of July 1, 2015 or after, or carry-over projects. Trans still

needed

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers Differ from Pd

0 total # of projects Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance

TOTAL MAINTENANCE PROJECTS TO DATE $644,012 $472,318 $20,717 $150,977

TOTAL APPROVED BUDGET ALLOWANCE $422,691

 deferred 10-0-6075-009-5291 and  renovations 10-5-6075-010-5627

hold in reserve per Admin

REMAINING BUDGET AVAILABLE -$221,321

NCK new bldg 20-5-6075-000-5627 $5,000,000

started 9/1/14 paid to NCK new building 20-5-6075-000-5675 (350,427)            14/15 paids

(3,653,645)         15/16 paids 7/26/2016

NCK bldg balance remaining $995,928

est remaining $774,607 15/16 proj 426,095$     21,846$                 

-$             

upcoming proj:  new program 15/16 proj -$             

started 9/1/14 NCK new bldg no proj 20-5-6075-000-5675

NCKREMVL proj to track removal of bldgs 20-5-6075-000-5675 $426,095 $21,846

NCK200RNVT, NCKNEWBDG proj # added per Jess

NCKLIBMOV  deleted, Quinn entered as 201516001 7/28/15  20-5-6075-000-5675 transfers done as of

$271,323 4/12/2016

$154,772 8/4/16 for EOY

NO PROJ'S NEEDED FOR A/C REPLACEMENTS PER JESS 7/23/15

$426,095 transfers

(0)                 difference



Projects with a Start Date of July 1, 2014 or after, or carry-over projects. Trans still

needed

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers Differ from Pd

0 total # of projects Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance

TOTAL MAINTENANCE PROJECTS TO DATE $484,797 $503,659 $0 -$1,206

TOTAL APPROVED BUDGET ALLOWANCE $379,204

hold in reserve per Admin

REMAINING BUDGET AVAILABLE -$105,593

NCK new bldg 20-5-6075-000-5627 $2,000,000

started 9/1/14 paid to NCK new building 20-5-6075-000-5675 -$350,427 as of 8/10/15 for 6/30

NCK bldg balance remaining $1,649,573

est remaining $1,543,980 14/15 proj 470,030$     33,629$                 

-$             

upcoming proj:  libraries, security cameras new program 14/15 proj -$             

CPT reg code 70-0-1011-151-xxxx

started 9/1/14 NCK new bldg no proj 20-5-6075-000-5675

NCKREMVL proj to track removal of bldgs 20-5-6075-000-5675 $470,030 $33,629

NCK200RNVT, NCKNEWBDG proj # added per Jess

NCKLIBMOV  $10,000 20-0-6075-009-5230 transfers done as of

$87,884 1/14/2015

LHC ins claims INSROOF, INSWTRHTR $104,916 1/15/2015

INSBRKIN 10-0-5058-014-5123 $58,931 1/16/2015

$102,441 5/7/2015

$115,858 EOY 8/17/15

$470,030 transfers

-               difference



Projects with a Start Date of July 1, 2013 or after, or carry-over projects. Trans still

needed

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers Differ from Pd

0 total # of projects Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance

TOTAL MAINTENANCE PROJECTS TO DATE $584,005 $517,806 $0 $66,199

TOTAL APPROVED BUDGET ALLOWANCE (inc's new LHC bldg) $4,739,248

hold in reserve per Admin -$500,000

REMAINING BUDGET AVAILABLE $3,655,243

paid to LHC new building 30-5-6075-000-5675 -$1,840,570 as of 6/30/14

est remaining from budgeted project amounts $1,814,673 517,806$     -$                          

12/13 proj 24,593$        

new program 12/13 proj 3,009$          

new program 13/14 proj 137,713$     

$683,121 $0

transfers done as of

$176,588 1/31/2014

upcoming proj:  libraries, security cameras $220,185 6/25/2014

$137,713 6/25/2014

Mobile trailer, truck & contents(new prog)- no proj  70-5-1011-151-5647 $148,635 6/30/2014

CPT reg code 70-0-1011-151-xxxx $683,121 transfers

LHC new bldg no proj 30-5-6075-000-5675 $140,722 less new programs

$542,399 def & renov transfrs



Projects with a Start Date of July 1, 2012 or after, or carry-over projects. Trans still

needed

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers

Differ from 

Pd

93 total # of projects Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance

TOTAL MAINTENANCE PROJECTS TO DATE $990,490 $870,690 $52,020 $67,780

TOTAL APPROVED BUDGET ALLOWANCE $3,300,000

hold in reserve per Dr.Kearns 1-4-13 -$2,300,000

REMAINING BUDGET AVAILABLE $9,510

646,828$     223,862$      

REFRESH projects should not have a letter at end.

3012133007S (refresh) is in system but not to be used.

$646,828 $223,862

N3754 NMC SAC funded smoking areas, (not 503754) from 11/12 $5,566 $5,566 $0 $0 transfers done as of

$358,480 1/3/2013

upcoming proj:  NCK parking lots, libraries $74,185 1/6/2013

security cameras $119,827 5/10/2013

$94,336 6/27/2013

signage for campuses, NCK first

Nursing smart board, from new programs $646,828 transfers

Mobile trailer, truck & contents- no proj  70-5-1011-151-5647 -               difference

LHC new bldg no proj 30-5-6075-000-5675



2016‐2017

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers Differ from Pd

401617001 BHC renovate 400 to class area 401 $22,814 $10,612 $0 $12,202 $10,612 $0

401617002 BHC repurpose rm 802 into classroom $20,230 $20,230 $0 $0 $16,862 $3,368

401617003 BHC repurpose rm 505 denied by DS

401617004 BHC auto storage bldg program upgrade $7,113 $7,113 $0 $0 $7,113 $0

401617005 BHC renovate bldg 300 HVAC room $4,861 $4,861 $0 $0 $4,861 $0

401617006 BHC parking lot lights Phase 1 $10,958 $10,958 $0 $0 $10,958 $0

401617007 BHC HVAC condenser #3 bldg 900 $2,890 $2,890 $0 $0 $2,890 $0

401617008 BHC refresh 500 $19,811 $19,811 $0 $0 $19,811 $0

401617009 BHC light poles grounds $8,563 $8,563 $0 $0 $8,563 $0

401617010 BHC paving parking lots $5,590 $5,590 $0 $0 $5,590 $0

401617011 BHC parking lot lights Phase 2 $12,814 $12,814 $0 $0 $0 $12,814

BHCFIRESYS BHC fire alarm system upgrade $142,563 $76,292 $50,287 $15,984 $0 $76,292

ITFIBEROPT BHC IT fiber optics pull $49,610 $48,385 $1,225 $0 $0 $48,385

401617012 BHC Dental renovations $6,400 $4,640 $0 $1,760 $0 $4,640

401718001 BHC SS 200 building renovation 17/18 $44,641 $0 $42,891 $1,750 $0 $0

Bullhead Totals $358,858 $232,759 $94,403 $31,696 $87,260 $145,499

2015‐2016

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers Differ from Pd

401516001 BHC 200 restroom renovation 17,215 pd in Jun $14,868 $14,868 $0 $0 $14,868 $0

401516002 BHC refresh 900 paint, flooring $236 pd in June $12,380 $12,380 $0 $0 $12,380 $0

401516003 BHC Nursing office 900 renovation $205 pd in June $568 $568 $0 $0 $568 $0

401516004 BHC sealcoat and fix cracks in main lot $12,903 $12,903 $0 $0 $12,903 $0

401516005 BHC paint buildings Phase 1 $20,283 $20,283 $0 $0 $20,283 $0

401516006 BHC furniture 200, 700 library and lobby furniture code $5,072 $5,072 $0 $0 furniture code

401516007 BHC paint buildings Phase 2 $27,643 $27,643 $0 $0 $27,643 $0

401516008 BHC move gym, Art denied by DS $0 $0 $0

401516009 BHC HVAC bldg 1100 $6,296 $6,296 $0 $0 $6,296 $0

Bullhead City Campus 



401516010 BHC HVAC Auto Lab $12,941 $12,133 $0 $808 $12,133 $0

401516011 BHC bookstore repurpose to FitnessCtr $8,393 $8,558 $0 -$165 $8,558 $0

401617001 BHC renovate 400 to class area 401 $23,148 $3,334 $0 $19,814 $334 $3,000

401617002 BHC repurpose rm 802 into classroom $24,022 $15,533 $0 $8,489 $0 $15,533

401617003 BHC repurpose rm 505 denied by DS $4,728 $0 $0 $4,728 $0 $0

401617004 BHC auto storage bldg program upgrade $6,740 $0 $0 $6,740 $0 $0

401617005 BHC renovate bldg 300 HVAC room pending $5,004 $0 $0 $5,004 $0 $0

Bullhead Totals $184,989 $139,571 $0 $45,418 $115,966 $18,533

2014‐2015

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers Differ from Pd

401415001 BHC dental refresh 900 $8,739 $8,739 $0 $0 $8,739 $0

401415002 BHC parking area 2-5 maint $10,741 $10,741 $0 $0 $10,741 $0

401415003 BHC security cameras on hold $0 $0 $0 $0

401415004   not using-lab lockers refresh to dental storage $0 $0 $0 $0

401415005 BHC tractor replacement $23,027 $23,027 $0 $0 $23,027 $0

401415006 BHC sidewalk railings replace by 200 $3,141 $3,141 $0 $0 $3,141 $0

401415007 BHC bookstore refresh carpet, paint $8,927 $8,927 $0 $0 $8,927 $0

401415008    SAC funded BHC ampitheater $10,463

401415009 BHC parking area sealcoat $8,145 $8,145 $0 $0 $8,145 $0

401415010 BHC HVAC bldg 700 replacement $13,137 $13,137 $0 $0 $13,137 $0

401415011 BHC refresh bldg 900 paint and flooring $8,127 $8,127 $0 $0 $8,127 $0

401415012   not using

401415013 BHC HVAC 700 $4,992 $4,992 $0 $0 $4,992 $0

401415014 BHC refresh NAU 200 paint and flooring $2,572 $2,572 $0 $0 $2,572 $0

401415015 BHC roof repair 400, 700 $2,841 $2,841 $0 $0 $2,841 $0

401415016 BHC replace campus entry LED color sign $27,093 $27,093 $0 $0 $27,093 $0

401516001 BHC 200 restroom renovation 17,215 pd in June $17,215 $17,215 $0

401516002 BHC refresh 900 paint, flooring $236 pd in June $236 $236 $0

401516003 BHC Nursing office 900 renovation $205 pd in June $205 $205 $0

Bullhead Totals $121,482 $139,138 $0 $0 $139,138 $0



2016‐2017

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers Differ from Pd

301516002 LHC paint buildings exterior new color scheme $7,856 pd in June $33,363 $25,620 $0 $7,743 $12,796 $12,824

301516004 LHC 200 area flooring & renovation $14,927 pd in June $46,143 $46,143 $0 $0 $45,262 $881

301617001 LHC 500 bathroom refresh $1,751 $1,015 $0 $736 $0 $1,015

301617002 LHC security alarms phase 1 $2,995 $2,995 $0 $0 $0 $2,995

301617003 LHC security alarms phase 2 $3,100 $2,663 $438 -$1 $0 $2,663

301617004 LHC interior LED lighting $2,850 $2,453 $0 $397 $0 $2,453

301617005 LHC exterior LED lighting $2,900 $2,194 $0 $706 $0 $2,194

301617006 LHC landscape cleanup dumpster $2,455 $1,714 $741 $0 $0 $1,714

301617007 LHC post indicator valves fire safety $10,656 $0 $0 $10,656 $0 $0

301617008 LHC building signs Nursing, SurgTec etc $1,631 $0 $0 $1,631 $0 $0

301617009 LHC SAC fitness center move to 200 SAC funded $12,520 $0 $0 $12,520 $0 $0

HVACs - no project #s $6,665 $6,665 $0 $0 $6,665 $0

Havasu Totals $127,029 $91,462 $1,179 $34,388 $64,723 $26,739

2015‐2016

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers Differ from Pd

301415009 LHC Surg Tech move to Bookstore renovate $18,261 pd in June $30,439 $30,439 $0 $0 $30,439 $0

301415010 LHC PTA move to Dance renovate $11,155 pd in June $500 $500 $0 $0 $500 $0

301415012 LHC MEA move to Surg Tech renovate $8,769 pd in June $1,156 $1,156 $0 $0 $1,156 $0

301516001 LHC HVAC replace 3 old units 1000,1100 $15,560 $15,560 $0 $0 $15,560 $0

301516002 LHC paint buildings exterior new color scheme $41,019 $7,656 $0 $33,363 $7,656 $0

301516003 LHC lighting upgrade 203C $2,024 $3,329 $0 -$1,305 $3,329 $0

301516004 LHC 200 area flooring & renovation $59,166 $14,927 $12,885 $31,354 $14,927 $0

HVACs - no project #s $76,185 $76,185 $0 $0 $76,185 $0

Havasu Totals $226,049 $149,752 $12,885 $63,412 $149,752 $0

2014‐2015

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers Differ from Pd

Lake Havasu Campus 



301314017 LHC Kiosk grounds electrical from 13/14 carryover $641 $641 $0 $0 $641 $0

301415001 LHC HVAC bldg 200 replacement $4,025 $4,025 $0 $0 $4,025 $0

301415002 LHC HVAC library 1202 replacement $2,949 $2,949 $0 $0 $2,949 $0

   003,4,5 skipped 58031

301415006 LHC HVAC  821 replacement $4,900 $4,900 $0 $0 $4,900 $0

301415007 LHC library refresh, carpet, paint, furniture $42,571 $42,571 $0 $0 $42,571 $0

301415008 LHC seal coat roofs 200,1000,1100,1200 $8,752 $8,752 $0 $0 $8,752 $0

301415009 LHC Surg Tech move to Bookstore renovate $18,259 pd in June $48,700 $46,205 $0 $2,495 $18,259 $27,946

301415010 LHC PTA move to Dance renovate $11,155 pd in June $11,862 $12,848 $0 -$986 $11,155 $1,693

301415011 LHC Testing Center move to NAU renovate $11,313 pd in June $11,835 $14,812 $0 -$2,977 $11,313 $3,499

301415012 LHC MEA move to Surg Tech renovate $8,769 pd in June $9,529 $8,867 $0 $662 $8,769 $98

301415013 LHC parking lot lights 500 & 800 $8,484 $8,484 $0 $0 $8,484 $0

301415014 LHC HVAC library $5,350 $5,350 $0 $0 $5,350 $0

301415015 LHC Dance move to Student Srv 700 $8,533 pd in June $8,510 $8,926 $0 -$416 $8,533 $393

301415016 LHC HVAC Student Services $8,600 $8,584 $0 $16 $8,584 $0

Havasu Totals $176,708 $177,914 $0 -$1,206 $144,285 $33,629



2016‐2017

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers

Differ 

from Pd

201516017 NCK paint west campus bldgs $13,892 $13,892 $0 $0 $13,892 $0

201617001 NCK HVAC move & install 109 unit $2,985 $2,985 $0 $0 $2,985 $0

201617002 NCK DAC parking lot repair, seal, stripe $14,594 $0 $13,994 $600 $0 $0

201617003 NCK door locks - split between campuses Phase 2 $18,734 $18,734 $0 $0 $18,734 $0

201617004 SAC theater should not be project $0 $0

201617005 NCK 107 refresh $11,802 $11,802 $0 $0 $10,036 $1,766

201617006 NCK 103 renovate for IT dept $45,932 $45,932 $0 $0 $13,320 $32,612

201617007 NCK storm drainage $3,400 $1,867 $0 $1,533 $0 $1,867

201617008 NCK 101 refresh for MPIO move $4,915 $3,767 $0 $1,148 $0 $3,767

201617009 NCK re-roof 1200 & 1300 $24,771 $0 $13,671 $11,100 $0 $0

201617010 NCK 104 interior demolish $4,100 $945 $555 $2,600 $0 $945

201617011 NCK 104 contractor renovation welding $298,509 $0 $295,584 $2,925 $0 $0

201617012 NCK  smoke alarms 1100/1200 bldgs pending $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

HVACs - no project #s  N $8,785 $8,785 $0 $0 $8,785 $0

HVACs - no project #s $6,385 $6,385 $0 $0 $6,385 $0

Kingman Totals $458,804 $115,094 $323,804 $19,906 $74,137 $40,957

2015‐2016

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers

Differ 

from Pd

201516001 NCK Library & 200 move to NAU new bldg $19,679 $7,657 $0 $12,022 new bldg

201516002 NCK safety wall pack bldg lights West campus $3,965 $2,964 $0 $1,001 $2,964 $0

201516003 NCK Science room renovate 1203 furniture code $25,065 $25,257 $0 -$192 $25,257 $0

201516004 NCK paint 2000 bldg outside new color $5,443 $5,443 $0 $0 $5,443 $0

201516006 NCK paint 500 bldg outside $10,196 $9,771 $0 $425 $9,771 $0

201516007 NCK door locks - split between campuses $27,607 $18,772 $0 $8,835 $18,772 $0

201516008 NCK roof 500 $43,368 $36,925 $0 $6,443 $36,925 $0

201516010 NCK DAC parking lot lights $8,958 $8,958 $0 $0 $8,958 $0

201516011 NCK bldg 300 demolish $9,854 $8,954 $0 $900 $8,954 $0

201516012 NCK bldg 200 paint exter after construction new bldg $11,531 $11,648 $0 -$117 new bldg

201516013 NCK bldg 1100,1200,1300 paint exterior $3,773 $3,730 $0 $43 $3,730 $0

Neal Campus Kingman  



201516014 NCK east parking lot LEDs lighting $11,850 $11,850 $0 $0 $11,850 $0

201516015 NCK emergency water leak repair $2,989 $2,419 $0 $570 $2,419 $0

201516016 NCK patio 200 grind and reseal $15,825 $15,325 $0 $500 $15,325 $0

201516017 NCK paint west campus bldgs $15,908 $3,313 $7,832 $4,763 $0 $3,313

201617001 NCK HVAC move & install 109 unit $3,685 $0 $0 $3,685 $0

HVACs - no project #s $4,719 $4,719 $0 $0 $4,719 $0

Kingman Totals $224,415 $177,705 $7,832 $38,878 $155,087 $3,313

2014‐2015

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers

Differ 

from Pd

201314020 NCK lab 1200 refresh from 13/14 carryover $58,931 $58,931 $0 $0 $58,931 $0

201415001 NCK roof assessment $1,785 $1,785 $0 $0 $1,785 $0

201415002      not using-to be new bldg expense(faculty move) $0 $0 $0

201415003 NCK roof 1100 replacement $11,314 $11,314 $0 $0 $11,314 $0

201415004 NCK doors, windows, signs for Fire compliance $13,675 $13,675 $0 $0 $13,675 $0

201415005 NCK irrigation upgrade east side $3,870 $3,870 $0 $0 $3,870 $0

201415006 NCK 200 roof replace & materials $45,182 $45,182 $0 $0 $45,182 $0

  materials,labor,ins- WTI, Canyon 

201415007 NCK roof facia bldg 100 repair $1,583 $1,583 $0 $0 $1,583 $0

201415008 NCK new Welding lights $23,105 $23,105 $0 $0 $23,105 $0

201415009 NCK roof 500 denied by DrK

201415010   200 IT server room-use NCK200RNVT $41,990

Kingman Totals $159,445 $159,445 $0 $0 $159,445 $0



2016‐2017

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers

Differ 

from Pd

501516004 NMC building refresh exterior, windows $5,128 pd in June $53 $53 $0 $0 $53 $0

501617001 NMC building 100 refresh $16,401 $14,917 $0 $1,484 $1,257 $13,660

door security bars proj coming soon

HVACs - no project #s $0 $0 $0

North Totals $16,454 $14,970 $0 $1,484 $1,310 $13,660

2015‐2016

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers

Differ 

from Pd

501516001 NMC storage unit -returned for revisions denied $0 $0

501516002,3 not using $0 $0

501516004 NMC building refresh exterior, windows $5,909 $2,640 $0 $3,269 $2,640 $0

HVACs - no project #s $2,650 $2,650 $0 $0 $2,650 $0

North Totals $8,559 $5,290 $0 $3,269 $5,290 $0

2014‐2015

Number Description Budget Paid Encumb

Available

Balance Transfers

Differ 

from Pd

501415001 NMC drain system $3,446 $3,446 $0 $0 $3,446 $0

501415002 NMC roof bldg 100 $13,355 $13,355 $0 $0 $13,355 $0

501415003 NMC storm damage repair lot areas $1,310 $1,310 $0 $0 $1,310 $0

501415004 NMC sidewalk repairs $781 $781 $0 $0 $781 $0

501415005 NMC restrooms refresh 100 and 300 $8,270 $8,270 $0 $0 $8,270 $0

North Totals $27,162 $27,162 $0 $0 $27,162 $0

North Mohave Campus 



Sports, Dorms, Dining Halls 

 

Over the years, the college has received requests from community members to start 

intercollegiate sports programs that would compete with other schools in Arizona. Typically, 

the spokesperson had first-hand knowledge and personal interest in a particular sport because 

of current star high school athletes and teams.  

MCC students, when asked is surveys, did not place intercollegiate sports as a priority. The 

campus Student Activities Clubs have sponsored varying sports teams in city leagues 

throughout the county. And, on occasion, scheduled competitions between other MCC 

campuses. Student interest was the driving force behind where and when teams were 

sponsored. College staff often participated in order to field a full team. Everyone seemed to be 

having lots of fun. 

On two occasions, the college inquired with the NCAA and the AZ Director of Community 

College Athletics about beginning intercollegiate sports programs. Both times the advice was 

the same from both entities. 

 Begin with individual sports, not team sports 

The sport must be sustainable, money was not the issue, enough athletes was the 

problem 

You have to invest in athletic department personnel infrastructure in order to meet 

NCAA standards, scheduling, planning, and meetings. Coaches, equipment, and facilities 

are incidentals compared to the infrastructure 

Recruiting is a must. There are not enough local athletes to sustain a program. 

Successful programs are aligned with Div I schools to make their recruits academically 

eligible so they can play at Div I. Competition for top athletes is tough. 

If your teams are not competitive, they die a slow death from lack of interest 

Recruiting requires housing and feeding of non-local athletes 

Dorms can be built with 3rd party public-private partnerships when funding is of concern. There 

are many type of financial arrangements that are attractive to both institutions and 3rd parties. 

Dorms also bring student life and behavior issues, and require additional staffing for daily 

operations and management. 

Not recommended 



Business Incubators 

 

The college strategic plan goals call for creating and enhancing community partnerships. 

Community focus groups indicate a needs for incubator space in each of the college service 

areas.  

A new building under construction in Colorado City includes about 1000 square feet designated 

as business incubator. Conversations with local government officials, local business owners, and 

the rapidly changing socio-demographics about the business incubator have piqued significant 

interest among local residents. 

The BHC, LHC, and NCK campuses have unused space that is being converted, at low cost, to 

business incubators. DOT Foods is the first tenant in BHC incubator through a leveraged 3 party 

agreement between MCC, Dot Foods, and the city of Bullhead. 

The business incubator spaces are flexible, multiuse rooms. Portable cubicle walls allow for 

quick and inexpensive reconfiguration as needs change. Additionally, access to the internet, 

phones, and conference space are provided by the college. Other business needs are provided 

by the tenant. 



Off Campus Buildings 

 

On occasion, opportunities arise where buildings within the community become available for 

sale. The college often considers whether that opportunity is beneficial for college needs. The 

following considerations influence feasibility: 

Renovations: every opportunity will require renovating the site and facility to meet college 

academic needs. Renovations usually require demolition, and this is when the true problems 

with the building become exposed, such as: foundation issues, asbestos, mold, bad wiring and 

plumbing, adequacy of power and other utilities, site drainage and flooding concerns, parking 

lot capacity and conditions, etc. Design and reconstruction costs are generally controlled by 

user needs and preferences, as well as budget limitations. 

Technology: linking an off campus facility to the college network is expensive. Depending on 

building use there may be a more economical connection design using the internet, but speed 

and reliability can be compromised. 

Custodial, mail, utilities, trash pickup, grounds maintenance, etc.: Additional operating costs 

and scheduling of services by campus based crews is often challenging to schedule and respond 

to in an emergency. 

Site Based and Crisis Management: the distance away from the campus management team 

creates its own set of logistical problems for daily oversight and in the event of an emergency. 



Jenzabar Ex Replacement 

 

Jenzabar Ex is limited in functionality. New directions in higher education makes the distance 

between college needs and Jenzabar capabilities grow further apart. Specifically, open term 

financial aid awarding and CBE are two areas of growth for the college that will require manual 

daily processes unless Jenzabar design is upgraded. 

The notion of manual processing is unfathomable in this day and age. It will require the hiring 

of additional staff to accomplish a task associated with growth yet is a step backwards for 

process improvement. 

The college has benefitted from two recent events. Jenzabar managers visited the college one 

month ago, at our request, to get a better understanding of our frustrations. The outcome is a 

no cost, full review of our process alignment with Jenzabar capabilities. Preliminary discussion 

indicates that realigning process with capability will alleviate many dysfunctional inefficiencies. 

The review will generate a report with recommendations for advancing the use of Jenzabar to 

meet our needs better. 

The second event occurred in February. A Jenzabar competitor, Campus Management, provided 

a two and a half day presentation of their product to college managers. Everyone was very 

impressed. One unforeseen outcome was that staff identified features of Campus Management 

that seemed very attractive but are already in Jenzabar and we don’t even use them.  

Staff was impressed by the bells and whistles, but there are flaws with this product as well. 

For consideration in decision making is the total all-in cost of changing systems. Total estimate 

of product cost, running two systems simultaneously until conversion is complete (2-3 years), 

training time, lost productivity, data mistakes while conversion ongoing, and the general mess it 

will cause, are conservatively estimated to be $6 million. And that doesn’t include the 

employee anguish, complaining, resignations, and second and third level training requirements. 

Shelf life of institutional computing systems is generally projected to be 15+ years. MCC is only 

10 years in with Jenzabar.  

Recommendation is to complete the review process by Jenzabar, and decide what can and 

cannot be gained by following their recommendations. 



 



 































TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE 

Mohave Community college maintains a complex, interconnected network that covers all four campuses 

as well as the Detroit Avenue Center.  The image below shows to the major, campus level layout of the 

MCC network.  The MCC network functions as a cloud computing platform that serves all faculty, staff, 

and students.  Our internal cloud is housed and maintained at the Las Vegas data center. 
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MCC Cloud vs. Public Cloud Services 

The Information Technology Unit has designed and built a reliable, expandable, recoverable private 

cloud to house data, applications, and phone systems.  In addition, some external services have been 

move to public cloud based platforms (e.g. E-mail and Office 365). 

The differences between public and private clouds are largely cosmetic (the technology remains the 

same) with one key difference: In a private cloud the college has complete control over the data, 



network, and associated hardware and software.  In a public cloud the college’s control over the data is 

significant, but the network, hardware, and software are owned and maintained by the cloud vendor. 

When contracting for public cloud services there is a higher security risk.  To mitigate this risk we select 

vendors that encrypt the data both in transit and at rest (as we do internally) and who conform to 

Service Organization Controls (SOC) auditing and reporting compliance.  Wherever possible the college 

strives to keep data within our private cloud. 

Data Center Updates and Future Planning 

Last year the college migrated the VMWare environment to new Nimble Storage by adding a Nimble 700 

and a Nimble 500 to handle raw disk space for storage, servers, and enterprise systems.  In addition the 

systems engineering team reduced both compute and memory requirements by consolidating servers 

and services as well as retiring unused and unneeded systems.  At present the IT department has 

achieved a reduction of more than 60 servers, bringing the active environment down from 156 servers 

to 93.  Further consolidation is planned; the expectation is that the data center will reach an optimum 

deployment of 65-70 servers overall by December 2017. 

The IT department completed an assessment of the compute, network, and memory environments for 

the MCC data center and cloud services.  The current cloud environment consists of 2 locations: the Las 

Vegas Data Center (primary) and the Kingman Data Center (backup). 

Las Vegas Data Center 

The Las Vegas Data Center consists of two chassis containing a total of 10 “blade” servers.  These servers 

form the core of the computing and memory environment for the MCC cloud, including file sharing, data 

storage, virtual servers, and View workstations for faculty, staff, and students.  These chassis connect to 

the Cisco fabric interconnects and datacenter switches to provide network connectivity and multipath 

data transfer for applications and services.  The final portion of the system are the previously mentioned 

Nimble storage devices, which provide raw disk space for the environment.  The current environment is 

solid and stable, but some equipment will reach end of life in the next 2-3 years and the storage 

purchased in 2015 was not properly planned for current and future needs, resulting in a shortage of disk 

space.  Normally “end of life” means that the equipment will be unable to be supported 3-5 years after 

the end of life date.  Accordingly, the IT Department is planning hardware refreshes of this equipment as 

shown in the table below. 

Data Center Equipment End of Life End of Service Planned Replacement Estimated Cost 

Data Center Switches 2019-2020 2022-2023 2021 $45,000 

Fabric Interconnects 2019 2022 2020 $70,000 

Chassis and blades 2015 2019 2018 $75,000 

 



Kingman Data Center 

The Kingman Data Center consists of one chassis housing 4 blade computers and two retired Nimble 100 

data stores.  All equipment in the Kingman Data Center is reclaimed from previous upgrades to the Las 

Vegas (and previously, Phoenix) data centers.  The storage and chassis with blades all reach end of life in 

2018.  It is the expectation of the IT department to continue using retired equipment to maintain the 

secondary Kingman site. 

Extending support for this equipment is estimated at $14,000 annually. 

Data Center Configuration 

Las Vegas is the primary data center, housing all production equipment out of the Switch service center.  

The IT department is planning to update the Las Vegas and Kingman Data Center infrastructure as a 

“one button failover” site in the next year.  In the event of a loss of communication with Las Vegas or a 

critical loss of systems there the systems administrators will be able to “fail over” the entire critical 

infrastructure to Kingman to maintain service.  This configuration offers several other advantages: 

1. Due to the nature of failover configurations the IT department is able to provision test servers 

that reflect the exact production environment and deploy these servers to protect networks for 

testing of upgrades and patches. 

2. With the acquisition of NSX (a VMWare networking tool) the IT department can build 

redundant, self-healing networks – in the event of a loss of communication for a campus the IT 

department will be able to fail over the network as well as the servers, resulting in improved 

uptime for critical systems. 

3. The Kingman Data Center acts as a secondary offsite backup for the college’s critical data. 

4. The IT department can activate closed servers to restore data backups more quickly and 

efficiently. 

Disk space is an issue that the IT department is working now.  In the near future we will lead a project to 

consolidate needed data and archive data that is not necessary for daily operations.  This will reduce the 

cost overheads of the Vegas data center. 

The IT department would like to add an additional storage shelf in the coming year.  This will give the 

college several years’ worth of supportable disk space for growth, backups, and testing areas.  The 

strategic investment for the 2017-18 budget cycle is shown in the table below. 

Item Area Cost 

Additional Storage Shelf Las Vegas Data Center $41,000 

NSX Networking for VMWare Las Vegas and Kingman DC $80,000 

 

 



Network  

The network has five components: 

1. Core routing and switching – this is the heart of the network. 

2. Edge switches – classroom and building connectivity. 

3. Phone routing and switching – this covers the phone system and associated components. 

4. Wiring and fiber. 

5. Additional services – fire alarm and proposed camera system services. 

Core Routing and Switching 

The routing core was updated in 2016, replacing components that reached end of life in 2011 and end of 

service in 2013.  This core should not require a refresh until 2022 barring a full system upgrade to 10GB 

networking on all campuses.  The core does not follow a refresh plan – all equipment is centralized in 

one chassis, and newer equipment doesn’t necessarily plug into old chassis. The update plan for the 

core is to watch the service end of life (currently 2024) and begin the upgrade plan in 2023, including 

budgeting replacements.  Since network equipment features, prices, and functionality change so quickly 

it is not possible to project costs until we are closer to the replacement date. 

Edge switches 

This year the IT team triaged the oldest and least useful of the building switches on all campuses.  

Roughly 60% of switches in critical locations were identified as critical replacement needs.  The new 

switches, made by Hewlett-Packard represent a hard cost savings of 40% and integrate perfectly into the 

current Cisco environment.  These switches are being deployed now with an expected project end date 

of September 2017.  The remaining switches will be upgraded over the next two years.  The project 

rolling replacements will allow us to put the networking equipment on a 5 year replacement plan so that 

future projects require less downtime and, ultimately, less negative impact on the users for downtime. 

The chart below outlines the switch refresh plan: 

Phase # of Switches End of Life Planned refresh date 

1 – critical edge switches 47 2011 2016 - In progress 

2 – high priority edge switches 4 2011 2017 

3 – medium priority edge switches 5 2011 2018 

4 – low priority edge switches 7 2014 2019 

5 – non priority edge switches 19 2014 2020 

6 – refresh cycle begins 17 switches annually* N/A 2021 

 



* Refresh may not be necessary unless the college upgrades the fiber backbone and switches to 10GB 

instead of 1GB.  The edge switches are Hewlett-Packard products, which carry a lifetime warranty and 

replacement until end of service – currently projected to be 2026. 

Wiring and Fiber 

Wiring and fiber are in generally good condition and sufficient for current operations on all campuses.  

The fiber connections were upgraded on the Bullhead City campus as part of the 2016-17 fire alarm 

upgrade.  In general the college pulls its own copper network wire for most projects and occasionally 

contracts out larger, more complicated wire installations.  All fiber connections are contracted, as fiber 

requires tools and experience not available to the college. 

Should the college opt to install a security system fiber on both Kingman and Lake Havasu campuses 

may need to be upgraded (see the Additional Services section). 

Phone Routing and Switching 

The core phone routers and switches were upgraded in 2016 with equipment that has a 7-10 year 

lifespan.  Phone systems must be upgraded as a unit.  The IT department will prepare for replacement 

update 1-2 years before end of service for the phone system.  At current staffing and growth rates, the 

phone system is sufficient for the 7-10 year product lifespan.  Growth of staffing, campuses, or buildings 

may require incremental upgrades to this system. 

One project the IT department will see additional funding for is to configure the current phone systems 

for local failover.  Under the current system a loss of connectivity to the Las Vegas data center would 

result in a complete phone outage.  Adding a single backup router will allow the networking team to 

configure phone systems to fail over to local circuits in the event of an outage.  This would ensure that 

the call center and critical offices have phone availability in the event of an outage.  The estimated cost 

for this project is $16,000. 

Additional Services 

Fire Alarms 

The IT department maintains the fiber and copper backbones for the fire alarm systems, but does not 

manage panels or associated equipment.  In early 2017 the Bullhead City campus upgraded the fire 

alarm system to a cellular alert system that reduces the overall network traffic load on the fiber 

backbone.  This allowed the IT department to turn over complete control of the fire alarm system to the 

Bullhead City facilities team. 

Proposed Security Camera System 

The IT department has been evaluating the installation of security cameras on the campuses to provide 

increased security of faculty, staff, students, and assets.  The department is evaluating a two-tiered 

approach: Critical areas and full coverage. 



Critical Areas 

A critical areas security system would cover parking lots and major entrances/exits to buildings on each 

campus – roughly 16 cameras for each of the three southern campuses and 8 cameras for North.  The 

DAC currently has a system that should be able to connect into the proposed system.  

Full coverage 

A full coverage system would cover parking lots and major entrances as well as common areas and areas 

considered high security (e.g. the Kingman Data Center, records offices, etc.)  The system would consist 

of roughly 32 cameras for each of the three southern campuses. 

Costs 

Currently the IT department only has ballpark figures for security systems; a full proposal will require 

campus visits from vendors and site surveys at each campus to confirm camera placement and 

coverage.  Rough estimates show a cost of $70,000 for each of the southern campuses and $30,000 for 

North Mohave.  These costs include cabling pulls as necessary with the exception of fiber optic cable.  

Should a full or half coverage system be purchased it may be necessary to pull additional fiber optic 

cable on the Kingman and Lake Havasu campuses with an estimated cost of $45,000 per campus.  This is 

necessary for operational and security reasons.  Operationally, security cameras are high bandwidth 

devices that generate a significant load on the network.  When network load increases, network 

response decreases, resulting in longer load times for software, web sites, and other resources.  Security 

best practices suggest keeping camera traffic and business traffic on physically (fiber cabling) and 

logically (software based) separate networks to reduce the possibility of camera feeds being intercepted 

and/or compromised.  The network team can achieve logical network separation on the campuses there 

is probably not sufficient fiber on Kingman and Lake Havasu to achieve physical network separation. 

Item Includes Cost 

Security cameras, per southern 

campus 

Cameras, switches, recording 

hardware and software 

$70,000 ($210,000) 

Security Cameras, North 

Mohave 

Cameras, switches, recording 

hardware and software 

$30,000 

Additional fiber, LHC and NCK, 

per campus 

Fiber upgrades and connections $45,000 ($90,000) 

 

Security Updates 

Security of the enterprise is the most critical aspect of the technology infrastructure.  The IT team 

deployed several new security updates and processes this year, beginning with a revamp of the 

credentialing processes on campus.  Under the new process permissions for critical systems has been 



migrated to an interactive approval process in SAManage, the helpdesk ticketing system.  Users are now 

able to submit a ticket and have the ticket routed through the approval tree very quickly.  The closed 

tickets remain as a record of permissions and meet audit requirements much more efficiently than the 

old, paper based process.  The use of SAManage has increased, resulting in a need for additional 

licenses.  This cost is offset by the $21,000 in savings the college reaped moving away from Service Desk, 

the previous ticketing system.  These licenses should see the college through 3-5 years depending on 

staffing. 

In addition new password policies were implemented and are enforced at the root level in the 

enterprise – passwords expire properly and can be reset in a variety of ways.  Lastly, the redeployment 

of the active directory system allows the IT team to better manage permissions for file shares and 

applications.   

Future strategic improvements will include the integration of authentication to the active directory for 

as many software programs on campus as possible.  The IT team has made Active Directory integration a 

requirement for any new software purchased by the college.  In addition an ongoing project will identify 

any remaining software programs that do not integrate.  Once identified, the IT team will work with the 

stakeholders to identify alternative software that integrates with Active Directory, resulting in easier 

management of software and better security overall. 

Item Cost 

SAManage User Licenses $6,500 

 

Disaster Recovery 

The IT team is currently working a project that will, when complete, provide the college with an 

enterprise class disaster recovery capability.  The old Nimble and UCS equipment recovered from the Las 

Vegas data center last year is being deployed in a failover mode on the Kingman campus.  When 

complete the project will allow the IT team to perform a “one button” failover should equipment in the 

Las Vegas data center undergo a serious failure.  In addition, the IT team is engaging with an offsite 

provider to allow daily backups to be stored in a third offsite location.  This is necessary given the 

current risks and threats the college faces every day with respect to Malware and Ransomware.  In 

effect, this tiered response to disaster recovery provides the college with significant survivability should 

the environment come under attack from malware or viruses.  One button failover would allow the IT 

team to restore full operability to the college in less than 4 hours should the Las Vegas data be 

compromised.  Should both Kingman and Las Vegas suffer operational outages, the offsite backup could 

be used to restore full operations in less than 24 hours to all locations.  This project required an upgrade 

of the VEEAM software (completed in 2017) and will require the offsite backup option.  The projected 

cost for the offsite backup solution is seen in the table below. 



Item Cost 

Offsite Storage (estimated, annual) $14,000  

 

Workstation and Laptop Computer Refresh 

This year the IT department began the 5 year refresh cycle for desktops and laptops, ultimately replacing 

180 workstations and 30 laptops – roughly 20% of the total computing footprint on all campuses.  The IT 

department will continue triaging the worst systems and redeploying old system where possible.  

Item Cost 

Desktop Refresh $100,000 

Laptop Refresh $30,000 

 

Classroom Refresh 

The IT department is working with CELT to triage the oldest projectors on each campus.  Old projectors 

tend to require more frequent bulb replacement and can have overheating problems.  Many of the 

projectors on the various campuses are 6-8 years old.  The standard service life of a projector is 5-6 

years.  The IT department would like to evaluate the use of large screen televisions in classrooms that 

are appropriately sized.  Large screen televisions typically have a “hot life” of 7-10 years, require no 

bulbs, offer connectivity features not seem in projectors, use 1/3 the power of a projector, and have a 

similar price point.  CELT and the IT department would like to pilot 2 large screen televisions per 

southern campus in the coming year.  It is expected that the lower power consumption, maintenance, 

and features will offer a cost effective solution that benefits students and instructors. 

Item Location Cost 

75” HD LCD television 1 per southern campus $1500/unit ($4500) 

80” HD LCD television 1 per southern campus $1800/unit ($5400) 

 

 

 

 

 



Projected Capital Project Outlay 

The tables below show the estimated costs for new and ongoing projects.   

2017-2018 Budget Year 

Project Status Cost 

Additional Storage Shelf New $41,000 

NSX Networking for VMWare New $80,000 

Offsite Storage New $14,000 

Television Pilot New $10,000 

High Priority Edge Switches (4) Ongoing $12,000 

Data Center Chassis and Blades Ongoing $75,000 

Phone Failover Ongoing $16,000 

SAManage User Licenses Ongoing $6,500 

Desktop Refresh Ongoing $100,000 

Laptop Refresh Ongoing $30,000 

Security Cameras – all Campuses Undecided $330,000 

   

Total Outlay (New Projects)  $145,000 

Total Outlay (Ongoing Projects)  $239,500 

Total Outlay (Undecided Projects)  $330,000 

Total Outlay (All Projects)  $714,500 

 



Scholarships 

 

National research studies indicate that money is the primary cause for community college 

stopout/dropout, as well as access. MCC provides student funded aid in several forms. The 

primary general fund line item is called Board of Governors Scholarships. There are no 

requirements for eligibility, there is no limitation by academic program, and they are awarded 

based on the discretion of the Director of Financial Aid. 

The college Foundation also awards scholarships to students. Some of them are for specific 

academic programs and eligibility requirements predetermined by the donor. In coordination 

with the college Financial Aid office, these funds are applied directly to student accounts. 

All scholarship recipients must complete the scholarship application regardless of where the 

funds originate. A few Foundation scholarships require additional application materials. 

The college strategic plan has set the goal to raise the educational attainment level of the 

county and to reach deeper into the underserved populations in the county. Additional financial 

aid will be needed to provide the financial access for the underserved students. 

The college administration and college Foundation have been discussing a capital campaign for 

the purpose of raising millions of dollar to establish a funding mechanism for scholarships. It is 

estimated that $20 million endowment is need to meet all current and future needs. This is a 

very ambitious goal and will take many years to attain.  



Level Mohave County 15 to 19 Age Demographic 2016 
Population

2022 
Population Change % Change Pct Total

1 15 to 19 years 10,518 9,889  (629)  (6%) 100%
2 White, Hispanic 2,472 2,334  (138)  (6%) 24%
3 Males 1,237 1,212  (25)  (2%) 12%
3 Females 1,235 1,122  (113)  (9%) 12%
2 Black, Hispanic 44 43  (1)  (2%) 0.42%
3 Males 21 22 1 5% 0.20%
3 Females 23 21  (2)  (9%) 0.22%
2 American Indian or Alaskan Native, Hispanic 149 183 34 23% 1%
3 Males 62 109 47 76% 1%
3 Females 87 74  (13)  (15%) 1%
2 Asian, Hispanic 28 26  (2)  (7%) 0.27%
3 Males 17 13  (4)  (24%) 0.16%

3 Females 12 13 1 8% 0.11%
2 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, Hispanic 19 20 1 5% 0.18%

3 Males 10 11 1 10% 0.09%
3 Females 9 9 0 0% 0.08%

2 Two or More Races, Hispanic 124 123  (1)  (1%) 1%
3 Males 67 58  (9)  (13%) 1%
3 Females 57 65 8 14% 1%

Total Hispanic 15 to 19 Age Group 2,836 27%
2 White, Non-Hispanic 6,842 6,305  (537)  (8%) 65%

3 Males 3,571 3,188  (383)  (11%) 34%
3 Females 3,270 3,117  (153)  (5%) 31%

2 Black, Non-Hispanic 111 154 43 39% 1%
3 Males 72 80 8 11% 1%
3 Females 39 74 35 90% 0%
2 American Indian or Alaskan Native, Non-Hispanic 296 312 16 5% 3%
3 Males 133 161 28 21% 1%
3 Females 163 150  (13)  (8%) 2%

2 Asian, Non-Hispanic 101 81  (20)  (20%) 1%
3 Males 51 38  (13)  (25%) 0%
3 Females 50 43  (7)  (14%) 0%
2 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, Non-Hispanic 23 11  (12)  (52%) 0%
3 Males 13 7  (6)  (46%) 0%
3 Females 10 4  (6)  (60%) 0%
2 Two or More Races, Non-Hispanic 309 298  (11)  (4%) 3%
3 Males 162 147  (15)  (9%) 2%
3 Females 147 151 4 3% 1%



Level Mohave County 10 to 14 Age Demographic 2016 
Population

2022 
Population Change % Change Pct Total

1 10 to 14 years 10,809 10,130  (679)  (6%) 100%
2 White, Hispanic 2,511 2,135  (376)  (15%) 23%
3 Males 1,255 1,115  (140)  (11%) 12%
3 Females 1,255 1,020  (235)  (19%) 12%
2 Black, Hispanic 43 52 9 21% 0.40%
3 Males 22 31 9 41% 0.20%
3 Females 21 21 0 0% 0.20%
2 American Indian or Alaskan Native, Hispanic 172 197 25 15% 2%
3 Males 97 93  (4)  (4%) 1%
3 Females 76 104 28 37% 1%
2 Asian, Hispanic 24 22  (2)  (8%) 0.22%
3 Males 13 11  (2)  (15%) 0.12%
3 Females 11 12 1 9% 0.10%
2 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, Hispanic 13 21 8 62% 0.12%
3 Males 6 6 0 0% 0.06%
3 Females 7 16 9 129% 0.06%
2 Two or More Races, Hispanic 140 159 19 14% 1%
3 Males 70 74 4 6% 1%
3 Females 69 85 16 23% 1%

Total Hispanic 10 to 14 Age Group 2,901 27%
2 White, Non-Hispanic 6,969 6,474  (495)  (7%) 64%
3 Males 3,568 3,182  (386)  (11%) 33%
3 Females 3,401 3,292  (109)  (3%) 31%
2 Black, Non-Hispanic 163 181 18 11% 2%
3 Males 85 72  (13)  (15%) 1%
3 Females 79 109 30 38% 1%
2 American Indian or Alaskan Native, Non-Hispanic 333 303  (30)  (9%) 3%
3 Males 178 125  (53)  (30%) 2%
3 Females 155 178 23 15% 1%
2 Asian, Non-Hispanic 93 93 0 0% 1%
3 Males 42 33  (9)  (21%) 0%
3 Females 51 60 9 18% 0%
2 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, Non-Hispanic 12 24 12 100% 0%
3 Males 9 4  (5)  (56%) 0%
3 Females 3 20 17 567% 0%
2 Two or More Races, Non-Hispanic 337 469 132 39% 3%
3 Males 165 245 80 48% 2%
3 Females 173 224 51 29% 2%



2016SP MCC Demographics College DUAL Total Pct of Dual Pct of 
College Pct of All

American Indian or Alaska Native 114 6 116 0.67% 2.26% 2.08%
Asian 95 22 111 2.44% 1.89% 1.99%
Black or African American 62 6 65 0.67% 1.23% 1.16%
Hispanics of any race 1,160 198 1,269 22% 23% 23%
IPEDs value not calculated 3 0 3 0.00% 0.06% 0.05%
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 26 8 31 0.89% 0.52% 0.55%
Nonresident Alien 38 5 42 0.55% 0.75% 0.75%
Race and Ethnicity unknown 107 12 113 1.33% 2.13% 2.02%
Two or more races 127 30 143 3.33% 2.52% 2.56%
White 3,302 614 3,694 68% 66% 66%
Total 5,034 901 5,587 100% 100% 100%

Demographic: All Mohave County 2016 
Population 

2022 
Populatio

n
Change % Change Pct Total

Two or More Races, Hispanic 1,260 1,466 206 16% 0.61%
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, 
Hispanic 119 132 13 11% 0.06%
Asian, Hispanic 239 273 34 14% 0.12%
American Indian or Alaskan Native, 
Hispanic 1,848 2,084 236 13% 0.90%
Black, Hispanic 403 457 54 13% 0.20%
White, Hispanic 29,881 32,541 2,660 9% 15% 2022
Total Hispanic 32,490 35,487 2,997 9% 16% 17%
Two or More Races, Non-Hispanic 3,660 4,103 443 12% 1.78%
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, Non-
Hispanic 343 358 15 4% 0.17%
Asian, Non-Hispanic 2,329 2,579 250 11% 1.13%
American Indian or Alaskan Native, Non-
Hispanic 4,343 4,621 278 6% 2.11%
Black, Non-Hispanic 2,524 2,978 454 18% 1.23%
White, Non-Hispanic 158,697 158,822 125 0.08% 77%
Total Population 205,644 210,415 100.00%



Program Hispanic 
Enrollment Program Hispanic 

Enrollment
Liberal Arts 353 AGEC-S Science 6
General Studies 287 Corrections Officer 6
Nursing 79 Driver/Operator 6
Business Admin. 58 Gas Metal Arc Welding 6
Non Degree Seeking 58 Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 6
Bus and Entrprnshp 57 General Technology 6
Social Behavioral Science 56 History 6
Medical Assisting 54 Med Assisting: General 6
Administration of Justice 50 Practical Nursing Step Out 6
Fire Science 32 Programming & Game Development 6

Science 32 Shielded Metal Arc Welding 6
Med Asst: Insurance Coding 25 Automotive Service Technology 5
Art, Visual Communications 24 Fire Officer 5
Med Assisting: Phlebotomy 24 Retail Management 5
Accounting 23 Surgical Technology 5
Culinary & Hospitality Mngmnt 23 AGEC-B Business 4
Engineering 21 Paramedic 4
Commercial Refrigeration 19 Paramedic Emphasis 4
Non-degree Nursing Assist. Program 19 Professional Applications 4
Residential Heat/Vent/AC 19 Social Studies 4
AGEC-A Arts 18 Advanced Automotive Technology 3
Art 18 Basic Automotive Technology 3
Dental Hygiene 18 Business Admin 3
English 18 Business Foundation 3
Dental Assisting 17 Chem. Depend. Studies 3
General 16 Chemical Dependency Studies 3
HVAC/Refrigeration Tech 16 Education: Elem/Middle School 3
Practical Nursing 15 Substance Abuse Counseling 3
Comp. Graphics & Web Design 14 Surgical Tech, CST Pathway 3
Education: Emph in Early Childhood 14 Dental Assistant 2
Phys.Therapist Assist 14 Education: Secondary Teacher Ed 2
Auto Collision Repair Tech 13 Elementary Education 2
Bookkeeping 13 General Business 2
CIS Administration 12 General Office 2
Computer Science 12 Network Support and Info Security 2
Cybersecurity and Network Support 12 Pharmacy Technology 2
Fire Fighter 12 Residential Wiring 2
Healthcare Information Tech 12 Administrative Office Mgmt 1
Cmp Grphcs and Web Dsgn 11 Auto Service Tech 1
Mathematics 11 Chemistry 1
Paralegal 11 Cul Arts & Hsptlty 1
Welding Technology 11 Elem Ed: Early Chldhd Emph 1
Baking and Pastry 10 Elem Ed: Humanities 1
Entry Level Welder 10 Elem Ed: Lang. Arts Content 1
Radiologic Technology 10 Elem Ed: Math Content 1
Computer Info Systems 9 General Management 1
Education-Elem. Education 9 Geology 1
Life Science 9 Industrial Electrical Maint. 1
Undecided - Transfer 9 Phlebotomy 1
Undecided - Terminal 8 Supervisor 1
Electrical Technology 7 Systems Admin. 1
Non-degree Child Development 7 Systems Support & Security 1
Acl Nrsng--Paramedics 6 Truck Driver Training 1
Advanced Welder 6 Wire Feed/Mtl Arc Weld 1

Total 942



HISPANIC-SERVING INSTITUTIONS (.HSI’s)

.
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HISPANIC-SERVING INSTITUTIONS (.HSI’s)

.

_HSI-101
• HSIs are defined in federal law as a  degree-granting, public or private nonprofit institutions of higher 

education with 25% or more total undergraduate Hispanic full-time equivalent (FTE) student 

enrollment. 

- Institutions must compete for  Title V HSI funds and, if awarded, may use the money for:

− Establishing or enhancing student support programs to facilitate the transfer of students from 

two-year to four-year institutions;

− Establishing or enhancing teacher education programs designed to qualify students to teach in 

public elementary and secondary schools;

− Establishing community outreach programs that encourage elementary and secondary school 

students to pursue postsecondary education; and

− Expanding the number of Hispanic and other underrepresented students that can be served by an 

institution through expanding institutional resources and courses offered.
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Emerging Hispanic-Serving Institutions

• Innstitutions that have between 15 and 24 percent undergraduate full-

time equivalent Hispanic enrollment and who may soon meet the criteria 

as enrollment grows and Hispanic representation increases.

• Hispanic higher education advocates encourage those institutions, when 

enrollment hits 25%, to apply for the HSI designation.
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MISSION DRIVEN INITIATIVE

• The mission of Mohave Community College is to be a 

learning-centered institution, serving all 

constituencies, inspiring excellence through innovation 

and empowering students to succeed.”

• STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS

• Cultivate an inclusive college climate that recognizes, respects, and 

celebrates local and global multiculturalism and integrates application of 

these principles across the institution.

• Strengthen the College-Wide comprehensive student success plan and 

design initiatives to support underserved and/or at-risk populations.

• Create a climate that is willing to challenge existing structures and 

practices to improve outcomes.
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Other Colleges and Universities 

Southcentral Kentucky Community and Technical 

College

 Super Sundays

• people from the college attend churches in Hispanic communities in 

an effort to bring college information to students and families.

• Hired FT Hispanic Outreach specialist

• Encourages a more personal effort than just fairs and advertising.
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Salt Lake City Community College

The recruiting goes beyond the old-school ways of going to high school 

and talking to the student. 

• Visit community centers … we’re more intrusive about going around 

and knocking on doors.”

• Recruiters turned parents, siblings and cousins into potential students 

as well.

• Hired bilingual students and more Hispanic faculty to assist in 

recruitment.

South Mountain Community College

Gateway Community College and Banner Health 

Partnership

• Bilingual Nursing Fellows Program in response to the medical 

community’s critical need for bilingual Registered Nurses to serve 

Arizona patients who speak only Spanish.
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Computing Alliance of Hispanic Institutions (CAHSI) 

University of Texas-El Paso

• A consortium of over ten member institutions committed to 

remedying underrepresentation of Hispanics focused on 

recruiting, retaining, and advancing Hispanics in computing. 

• They adopted a pre-CIS course that actively engages students 

and prepares them for mathematics, engineering, computer 

science courses

Union County College, New Jersey

LEAP (Learning Enhanced through Accelerated Paths) for 

developmental education.

• LEAP provides first-time students the opportunity to complete 

accelerated developmental courses in English, mathematics or ESL 

within a learning community model.

• LEAP provides in-class support tutoring, intrusive academic/career 

counseling, student orientation program, early warning alert, peer 

mentoring, and leadership development.
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Community College of Southern Nevada

• Faculty and staff worked together supporting the diverse 

groups within the college and created internal committees.

• The college’s marketing and recruitment offices developed a 

Spanish-language initiative website with college materials that 

Spanish speaking students and parents can access.

Community College of Southern Nevada

• The college is in the process of preparing a college wide Dream 

Zone program collaborative effort amongst faculty, staff, and 

administrators garnering support for a comprehensive response to 

the unmet social, cultural and academic needs of undocumented 

student.
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Community College of Southern Nevada
• Diversity 101 training which focuses on definitions, internal statistics and an 

understanding of the college’s goals. 

• The Diversity 102 component is more scenario based dealing with examples 

that may come up in search committees, classrooms or regular student 

interactions. 

• Other modules are in development that deal with students that utilized 

disability services, military and veteran benefit students, undocumented and 

DACA students and students that are a part of the LGBTQ community. 

WHAT CAN MCC DO?
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Develop a attitude of success 

(graduation) rather than one of 

just access (recruitment)

• Access strategies

• Partnerships with Community Based 

Organizations (CBOs)

• Developing a profile of current Hispanic 

students

• Set targets and strategies based on data

• Scholarships

• Spanish speaking enrollment staff

• Undocumented student strategy
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• Success strategies

• Summer bridge

• Pre-orientation program

• Peer mentoring program

• Leveraging student groups

• Hispanic role models

• Welcoming atmosphere

• Early intervention alert system

• Maintain affordability

• Success strategies

• Continually review data

• Campus climate

• Course taking patterns

• Cultural events

• Resource offices to provide support
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•WHAT IF WE?

RECRUITMENT
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 Increased resources for recruitment and information to

Hispanic communities; target community and neighborhood

organizations as partners.

 Created programs to engage Hispanic high school students

and their families in their freshman year.

 Provided scholarships and more need-based financial aid to 

students.

Retention and Persistence
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 Created, improved, and strengthened the formal relationship between 

Instruction and Student Services 

 Developed the infrastructure for both to become more intrusive in assisting new 

students to succeed and persist.

• Required basic cultural sensitivity training for all new Student Services staff.

• Increased resources for student services, advising and mentoring programs that  

focus on Hispanic students.

• Had a multicultural center with a variety of diverse programs and events that is 

available to all students for studying, relaxing, learning, and participating in 

campus activities.

• Hired more Hispanic students for part-time jobs on campus

FACULTY
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• Increased the cultural competency of faculty to work effectively

with Hispanic students.

• Implemented policies that lead to hiring and retention of a

more diverse faculty, including more FT positions.

• Assessed and strengthen the presence and status of Hispanic

faculty on campus.

WHERE DO WE 

BEGIN?
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Strategic plan discussion: Addressing the Hispanic Population 

April 24, 2017 
 
Overview: Departments and groups at MCC were tasked with addressing the enrollment (21%) 
and completion rate (15%) of Hispanics at the College as reported by the Integrated 
Postsecondary Education System (IPEDS) for fall 2015. Three primary focus areas for MCC 
were decided on as a result of the conversation: 
 
 College Material + Communication in Spanish 

 

 Relationship Building 

 

 Enabling Bilingual Communications 

 

Below, each focus area is broken out further with the ideas and common themes presented. 
 
College Material + Communication in Spanish 
 

 Payment plans communicated in Spanish 
 Strong message of affordability, family oriented 
 Website 

~ Feature Hispanic students, community members 
~ Have resource pages in Spanish (financial aid, parent information) 
~ Utilize testimonials to build trust, role models 

 Testimonials to build trust, role models 
 Careers to the trades & transfers – developing level of support & marketing 

Relationship Building 
 

 Identify and explore Hispanic partnerships and memberships 
~ Excelencia in Education: http://www.edexcelencia.org/ 
~ Arizona Hispanic Chamber of Commerce: http://www.azhcc.com/  
~ Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities: 

http://www.hacu.net/hacu/default.asp  
 Latino representation on Foundation boards 

~ Hispanic Heritage Foundation Scholarship, scholarships for specific demographic 
 http://www.azhcc.com/about/AZHCC_Scholarships.aspx  

 Establish a mentoring program 
 Consider outreach initiatives in church/religious organizations 
 Initiate Hispanic student organization 
 Establish a Hispanic community liaison/director 
 Enhance cultural activities and recognition  

http://www.edexcelencia.org/
http://www.azhcc.com/
http://www.hacu.net/hacu/default.asp
http://www.azhcc.com/about/AZHCC_Scholarships.aspx
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 Provide orientations geared toward Hispanic community/Spanish speaking 
 Develop Hispanic Advisory Council 
 

Enable Bilingual Communications 
 Provide library materials in Spanish to help study 
 Enhance hiring preferences to include bilingual/Spanish speaking 

~ Have workforce that mirrors community 
 Consider purchasing Smart Earpiece Language Translator 

(https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/meet-the-pilot-smart-earpiece-language-translator-
headphones-travel#/) 

 
Additionally, there was considerable discussion on staff development as well as enhancing 
instruction to better suit Hispanics with the following suggestions: 
 
Staff Development 

 Cultural sensitivity training 
 Professional development: culturally responsive teaching 
 Educate regarding current laws 
 Familiarize staff with Generation 1.5 

 
Enhance Instruction 

 Further develop trade programs 
 Identify cultural diversity in course packages 
 Provide stackable credentials 
 Add a bilingual component in allied health programs to fit community need 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/meet-the-pilot-smart-earpiece-language-translator-headphones-travel#/
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/meet-the-pilot-smart-earpiece-language-translator-headphones-travel#/
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Appendix I 

Notes from April 24, 2017 meeting 
 
HISPANIC DISCUSSION: 

1. Cultural Sensitivity 
2. CLEP in Spanish  
3. Lane CC 

 Community liaison 
 Recruiting & initial advising 

4. Testing history & Hispanic student forum 
 What could we do differently? 

5. Club 
 Planned restructure 

o Stipend for students leading 
 Marketing 

6. Peer-to-peer 
 Working with those who look alike 
 Fresh orientation for family – traditional bringing the family in 

7. Long-term support networks 
 Retention 
 HA of colleges 
 Family 

8. Bilingual Allied Health extra points on application. 
9. Michelle 

 Institutional Support 
10. Instruction 

 Diversity in hiring 
 Diversity in curriculum 
 How faculty can use Latino, diverse topics examples 

o Website: Excellentia.org 
 Spanish courses 
 Sensitivity training 
 Latin American History 
 Workforce partnerships 

o Age group differences 
o Dual universities 

 High correlation of Hispanic & at-risk 
 Central AZ 

o How to teach online includes Hispanic 
11. Book Generation 1.5 

 Don’t see themselves as ESL but have some writing issues 
o *What are the linguistic challenges? 

 
12. Service trips 

 Clean up 
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 Painting 
13. Social Work 

 Community health workers 
 NAU 
 Service learning 
 Reaching out to organizations to discuss need 

o What is needed? 
14. SHRM 

 Striving to have workforce that mirrors community  
 Hispanic applicants 

o Present a diverse-looking campus that is welcoming 
15. Website 

 Presentation diversity? 
16. Scholarship for specific demographic 

 Spanish language information for parents 
17. Fundraising 

 Less formal 
o Often to church 

 Hispanic student 
o GoFundMe? 

18. Latino involvement on Foundation boards 
 Like people represented 
 Hispanic Heritage Foundation Scholarship 
 Title V 
 Strengthen Hispanic student success 

19. TRE Restructuring 
 Multicultural authors included 

20. Bilingual healthcare workers 
 Medical terminology 

21. Nelnet/website in Spanish 
22. Daycare 
23. Address family unit 
24. Address debt 
25. Knowing what we already have 
26. 24/7 counseling 
27. AZ Hispanic Chamber of commerce 
28. IT 

 Good data 
o 40% inconsistency in reporting demographic 
o Students can change from year to year 
o Webpage for Hispanic information 

 Work-study program 
29. Relationship building  

 Online 
o English tutorial 
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o Math & science in native language 
30. Office of multicultural affairs 
31. Family oriented activities 
32. Reach out to construction companies especially: 

 Safety certificate 
 Trades 

o Why did the trades go away? 
33. Transfer rates lower 

 Find the why 
 Counseling/advising 

34. Campus events 
 Facilities rental 

o Make available to all groups 
35. Cultural aspect 

 Day of the Dead 
 Art 
 2nd generation marketing 
 Blend US/Latino culture 
 PEW research 

36. Mobile devices 
o 60% have mobile devices 
o 56% shop on phone 
o Watch more web video 

37. “I am MCC” campaign 
 Who can we advertise with? 

38. Sell to stay by family 
39. Is bilingual as important vs culture? 
40. Start making contact earlier 

 9-11 
41. Hispanic Heritage Month 

 Sept. 15 – Oct. 15 
42. Developing culturally sensitive assessments (DD) 

 Identify cultural diversity in each course pack 
 Developmental course work 

o 61% of hours were involved in diversity 
o Persistence rates higher 

43. Stackable credentials 
 Rather than degree program 
 CBE 

44. Slightly higher GPA 
 Lower income 
 Smaller family 
 15% graduation rate 
 21% Hispanic population 

o Of the 21% how many are women? 
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45. Group 
 Culturally responsive teaching (P.D.) 
 Inclusion in & out of curriculum 
 Cultural infusion 
 Cultural sensitivity 

46. TRE 
 Understanding the pathway to completion 
 Involving the parents 
 Helping them understand the process 
 Adding direct level of support to general education classes 

47. Marketing everyone  
 Inclusivity 

48. Hispanic Advisory Counsel 
49. The faculty have the answers 
50. Changing laws – Prop. 301 
51. Look at hidden curriculum 
52. Awareness of multicultural advisory boards 
53. Industry match 

 Matching career 
o Choices with your culture  

 
ALL OTHER IDEAS IN FOCUS AREAS 

1. Professional Development 
 Education of current laws 
 Cultural sensitivity 
Culturally responsive teaching (CRT) 
TRE 
 Orienting parents (while educating the students) 
 

2. Educating students on pathways to success, careers, trades, transfers 
 Developing level of support 
Advising pairing (transfer students) 
 Marketing component 
Inclusive marketing 
“Paperwork” 
Faculty input 
Hispanic input 

3. Look at hidden curriculum (artwork, signs) 
Hispanic/multicultural representation 
 Advisory boards 
 Office 
What are we offering?  

 Trades, etc. 
Offering capstone (resume building) classes with terminal degrees 
Career counseling 
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STUDENT SERVICES IDEAS IN FOCUS AREAS 
Student Services cultural language communications 

1. Admissions – Accuracy 
 Listening skills 
 Staff development 

2. A plan with flexibility 
3. Tap into strengths 
4. Mentoring – consistency – same person 

 Advisors – cultural sensitivity 
 
INSTRUCTION IDEAS IN FOCUS AREAS 
Communication 

1. Instruction 
2. Payment plans in Spanish 
3. Website 

 Images & language in Spanish plus related 
 Resource pages 

o FA 
o Funding w. study (higher wage?) 

4. Testimonials to build trust, role models 
5. Hispanic demographic information where working, etc. 
6. Interpreter earpiece investment 
7. Dual enrollment, engage family, free college classes 
8. Advising hours’ flexibility, on site advising at employers (reimburse tuition), mobile 

advising  
9. Get better salary in future 
10. Spanish language material  

 Dept. of Ed. For Financial Aid & problem brochures 
11. Identify, face-to-face, interpreter, student mentor 
12. Student blogger bilingual – Call Center have 1 bilingual 
13. Guaranteed, lock-in tuition for continuous enrollment 
14. Track data correctly 
15. Application assistance to help complete form 
16. Culinary internships/scholarships 
17. Focus to find Hispanic partnerships 
18. Library materials in Spanish to help study 

 
FOCUS AREAS 
Key Areas: 

1. College material & communication in Spanish 
2. Relationship building, mentors, etc. 
3. Enabling bilingual communications. 

 
MEETING INFORMATION & IDEAS 

1. 15% graduation rate 
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2. 21% population 
3. Curriculum adaptation 

 Recruitment – re-enrollment 
 Culture language communication 
 SSC 
 Data analytics 

o Step out when 
o Gender 
o Job placement 

4. Financial 
5. Culture 

 Family 
 Stay close to home 

6. Multicultural office/department 
 Culture as important as language 
 Handheld devices heavily used 

7. MPIO 
 Bilingual Allied Health students/graduates 

8. Business Office 
 Spanish language 
 Debt? Payment plan 
 Hispanic Chamber of commerce 

9. IT 
 Good system data tracking 
 Spanish language 

10. CELT 
 Digital divide 

11. Facilities 
 Family oriented 
 Trades program alignment with Hispanic culture/language 
 Community events 

12. BK Advising 
 Cultural Sense - Advising 
 Spanish language 

13. RL TH SSC 
 Hispanic family forum/orientation 
 Latin Heritage Club 
 Long-term support network 
 Strong marriage SS + Instruction 

14. Advising, Campus Deans, Instruction 
 Role models 
 Curriculum diversity embedded 
 Cultural subpopulation 
 Sensitivity training for staff/faculty 
 Community partnership opportunity 
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 Targeted cohort – age, who 
 Share other college successful strategies 
 Scholarships 

15. Human Resources 
 Target 

o Hiring & professional development 
o “Someone like me” campaign 

 Grants, Title III; Trio. Title Vty  
 Restructure remedial English courses 
 Advertise with community Hispanic groups 

16. Instruction 
 Language literacy 

o Generation 1.5 
 Service learning? Embedded in courses 
 Program created for service to Hispanic community 
 Culturally sensitive assessment design 
 Course package competency design 

o Teaching it/applying it 
 Supportive nature of developmental courses helped persistence 
 Scheduling conflicts with family obligation 

17. Guaranteed tuition rates for 1st enrollment 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 



Educational Attainment Level 

 

As reported several times recently the educational attainment level in Mohave County is the 

lowest in the nation. The Bachelor degree attainment level is the nation is about 25%, Arizona is 

also about 25%. Mohave County is about 11%. 

Additionally, the per capita income is about 5th lowest in the country, presumably because the 

area is uneducated and undereducated. 

The current college strategic plan addresses this directly. College employees are developing 

projects and programs specifically designed with the end goal in mind to raise the educational 

attainment level in the county. It will take a long time for the data to reflect these efforts and 

investment. 

Regular updates to the Board at monthly meetings provide information on initiatives underway. 



New and Revised Academic Programs 

 

The college continues to explore new academic programs that align with local workforce needs 

and requests as well as emerging trends affecting the local and national economy. The budget 

includes designated line item for new and revised programs. Those funds are drawn upon 

throughout the fiscal year as new programs are developed and launched. Any unused funds are 

rolled over to the next fiscal year and the account is replenished to the standard annual 

appropriation amount for the following fiscal year. 

Existing programs that need equipment reinvestment, replacement, or modernization are 

funded from this account. New program equipment and furnishings are budgeted and funded 

from this account, also. 

The college relationship with the county One Stop Office provides regular feedback on 

occupations in demand and local workforce growth and opportunities. The college also 

subscribes to software products that search multiple labor and economic reports for the most 

recent local workforce data. 

Competency Based Education is an alternate delivery format for college courses that has been 

successfully, and exclusively, by many institutions of higher education. More schools are 

trending in this direction to attract adult students because this delivery format closely aligns 

with their needs. The college has launched its first program and the second is awaiting HLC 

approval. It is the intent that most of the Career and Technical Education programs will be 

converted to the CBE format. The General Education and Allied Health programs will follow. 

There are some programs that are not well suited for CBE and they will remain in the traditional 

format. 



Food Pantry, Campus Garden

• General concept: MCC offers a location on campus(es) for students in 
need to receive perishable and non‐perishable food as well as offer 
“grow your own” fruits, vegetables.

The pantry could potentially offer personal hygiene items too: shampoo,       
toothbrushes, etc.

• Location: Neal Campus‐ Kingman, other campuses potentially at a later date.



Food Pantry Overview

• Implementation/time to start‐up: 1 year

• Implementation Cost: approx. $10,000

• Inventory: Supplied by food drives, partnerships with local grocers & 
gardeners, donations

• Staff: Campus dean, student activity council members & additional 
MCC staff (use of MCC Cares hours)



Campus Garden Overview

• Size: 1 acre of land (75 – 100, 5 x 16 beds)

• Implementation/time to start‐up: 1 – 2 years

• Implementation Cost: approx. $15,000 ‐ $20,000  

• Staff: 

• Highly dependent on volunteers, partnerships for knowledge and 
maintenance of plants/garden. 

• Students rent (e.g. $50 per calendar year) or are given a garden bed to grown 
own fruits, vegetables – volunteer hours can be part of agreement.
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Financial Ratios



Pulling it together…
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Reserve 

Ratio

Viability 
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Return 
on Net 
Assets 
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Operating 
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Overall 
Health of 

the College



Primary Reserve Ratio
Are resources sufficient and flexible enough to support the mission?

• .40x or better is advisable (you can cover 5 months of expenses)
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Viability Ratio
Are resources, including debt, managed strategically to advance the 
mission?

• 1:1 isn’t necessarily best – can your net assets cover your debt?
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Return on Net Assets Ratio
Does asset performance and management support the strategic 
direction?

• Use to answer: Are we better than last year? (Common: 3%-4%)
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Net Operating Revenues Ratio
Do operating results indicate the institution is living with available 
resources?
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• 2%-4% over extended time; 4%-6% is a better target



Composite Financial Index
Overall Health of the College
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Primary Reserve Ratio
Are resources sufficient and flexible enough to support the mission?
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Viability Ratio
Are resources, including debt, managed strategically to advance the 
mission?

• 1:1 isn’t necessarily best – can your net assets cover your debt?
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Return on Net Assets Ratio
Does asset performance and management support the strategic 
direction?
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Net Operating Revenues Ratio
Do operating results indicate the institution is living with available 
resources?
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Composite Financial Index
Overall Health of the College
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